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Introduction

A model is a simplified representation of reality derived by experimental observations

as well as by logical deductions. It expresses a complex reality in a parsimonious

way, making efficient use of the available information.

Simple models are not suitable to represent complex human behaviors because their

intrinsic limitation in taking into account the relationships among the variables.

This is the reason, along with computer-science development, for the increase in the

use of Structural Equation Models (SEM), Bollen (1989)[7], Kaplan (2000)[41]. As

a matter of fact, in Structural Equation Models the real word complexity can be

studied taking into account a whole number of causal relationships among latent

concepts (i.e. the Latent Variables (LVs)), each measured by several observed indi-

cators usually defined as Manifest Variables (MVs).

The job quality is a popular topic of discussion in any country and the subject of

the research for many international organizations. The European Commission, in

the final reports of its Stockholm and Nice Meetings held in 2001, advocates that

the quality of jobs should rise continuously in order to enhance the competitiveness

and productivity of the European economic system. This purpose was originally

stated in Lisbon in the years 2000 (and 2010), when the hope was expressed that

work should be developed not just quantitatively but also qualitatively. Job quality

is a complex and multidimensional concept that involves the characteristics both of

the job itself and of the worker, Commission of the European Communities (2008)

[24]. In the seventies a good job could be defined as well-paid, secure and connected

to paths of upward mobility and on the contrary a bad job as low-paid, unstable and

lead to an end, Tilly (1996)[67]. Those definitions may still be valid today at least

partially. As a matter of fact, an increasing importance is also given to other job

1



2 INTRODUCTION

dimensions, such as the quality of the workplace, the perspective of the fulfillment

and the social role achievable through the job.

Anyway it is generally recognized that measuring the job quality is not easy either

in absolute or in relative terms. Jencks et al. (1988) [39] suggested an index of

job desirability, which merged both monetary and non-monetary indicators, among

them the risk of being fired, job features and the required level of education are

considered.

Clark (1998) [17] enumerated seven dimensions of a good job: earnings, working

hours, career chances, environmental safety, practical difficulties, job satisfaction

and interpersonal relations. The author, merging seven aspects as if they were in-

dependent, defined two indices of job quality, the overall satisfaction and the job

quality index. More recently, The European Trade Union Institute, Leschke and

Watt (2008) [46] and Leschke et al. (2008) [47] proposed a Job quality index based

on six sub-dimensions, namely earnings, non-standard work contracts, possibility

to conciliate private and working lives, working environments and safety, career de-

velopment and competence improvement and collective interest representation, see

European Commission (2008)[24].

ISTAT, the Italian Statistical Institute, examines the quality of the initial jobs by

collecting data every three years on Italian high school graduates and on university

graduates. Quality may be defined according to both the objective feature of a job

(as type of work contract, safety of the workplace, professional position and income)

and to the individual satisfaction offered by various aspects of the job.

The search of a possible correspondence between education and labour implies the

ascription of a social value, as opposed to just individual value, to the university

education. Employability and successful career attainments should be in the back-

ground of the university aims together with that of developing culture and civic

spirit of students.

For several years, the Italian universities have been urged to better understand

the characteristics of labour demand for their alumni. For this purpose periodic

reports of the results of sample surveys are produced by institutions (ISTAT) or

private entities. These studies are detected directly from the alumni and their em-

ployment status after graduation (the most common sample surveys coming from
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Inter-University Consortium AlmaLaurea). These results constitute important in-

formation for students, families and universities. The sample surveys are based on

studies that take place at a distance of six months and of two years from the date

of graduation. The alumni are interviewed regarding their satisfaction as well as

to obtain information on their employment situation. It must be emphasized that

spontaneous opinions can express interesting points of view after some work experi-

ences (even unsuccessful ones). Obviously, all ex post assessments provide us with

a lot of information to define overall judgements regarding the educational career

but also their employment status.

Of course, the definition of a graduate’s employment status is not the unique. With

regards to Italy, the ISTAT records the status of employment when the individual

performs, in a reference week, at least one hour of paid work (regulated by a regis-

tered contract) regardless of the type of contract and the regularity of employment.

Timing is certainly a critical element: studies too close to the end of the educational

experience do not sufficiently reflect the students’ rethinking of their educational

lives. However, if the surveys are too far from this experience, the rethinking can

itself be strongly influenced by exogenous factors. The outcome of the sample sur-

vey depends on the technique used (CATI, CAWI etc.). For example, the Computer

Assisted Telephone Interviewer (CATI) technique indicates a method of direct de-

tection of statistical units carried out through telephone interviews. The interviewer

reads the questions and records the answers on a computer, using a special software.

It is known that, the CATI sample surveys are usually biased, subjective and over

dependent on the memory of the interviewee.

Linkage of databases could certainly be an interesting approach to overcome most of

the above-mentioned problems. At a small cost we could compare the performance

of persons that received a university degree with those without it (or who have

had a different degree) either by simply observing the social security agency status

(INPS in Italy) after a certain period or the Italian Ministry of Labour and Social

Policy archive. Apart from the methodological problem of linkage, the issue here is

often a “political” one, involving the willingness of different institutions. The data

exist, but what is often missing is the willingness to link the data for comparative

purposes. A non-trivial problem is data privacy, although it is frequently used as
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an excuse.

The labour market demand for the employability skills and knowledge of Sapienza

graduates can now be analysed through the new administrative archive called UNI.CO,

which was built through a record-linkage between the Sapienza University of Rome

archive with those of the Italian Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. The UNI.CO

archive has allowed us to evaluate all the signed contracts obtained by Sapienza

graduates in addition to full information on all the enterprises and institutions that

offered these contracts. This archive allows us to perform a statistical analysis on

more sophisticated and robust (and more reliable) details than the standard analysis

based on sample surveys. In our study we have used objective real data unaffected

by any emotional influence. Another important feature is that the data from the

UNI.CO archive allow us to study the evolution of alumni throughout the observa-

tion period and therefore to analyse changes in job qualifications (differently from

the common sample survey supply information about the status of alumni at some

fixed point in time (like a photograph)).

In this thesis we adopted the UNI.CO administrative archive in order to study the

integration of Sapienza University of Rome alumni into the current labour market.

The general framework is the study of the subordinate and para-subordinate em-

ployment opportunities offered to the Sapienza University of Rome alumni by the

Italian labour market. Different types of graduate integration into the subordinate

and para-subordinate labour market are identified, and variables for the integration

into job positions are defined in coherence with the university career path. In this

study, we propose and discuss some variables which can influence the probability of

“job success” in terms of Sapienza graduates best employment status. The evolu-

tion of the job contract type, actual job duration and professional qualifications, is

studied through a longitudinal analysis based on new specific synthesis indicators.

In the following we propose three models which have different purposes. The first

one concerns the quantitative study of the job success of Sapienza University alumni

in terms of quality of work. In order to study the job career in terms of the work

contract type and quality evolution in the three years after graduation, we propose

two different models one for the alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had

an active contract and a different one for the other alumni’s category.
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The scheme of the thesis is the following. In Chapter 1 a detail of the presentation

of the UNI.CO archive is reported. In Section 1.1 we present a brief description of

the merging of the two administrative archives. More specifically, in Section 1.1.1

we describe the information contained in the Sapienza archive (Infostud), in Section

1.1.2 the information contained in the Italian Ministry of Labour archive (SISCO)

and in Section 1.1.3 we describe the UNI.CO archive obtained by merging the two

sources. In Section 1.2 we propose the use of synthesis indicators. Thus, in Section

1.2.1 we describe the variables that can predict the integration of the alumni into

job positions that are coherent with the educational curriculum; in Section 1.2.2

we illustrate a series of indicators on the quality of the contracts and the evolution

of the type of contracts in the three years of observation. These variables concern

the contract type, its actual duration and the professional qualification. Finally,

in Section 1.3 we discuss the panorama that results from a general analysis of the

UNI.CO archive.

In Chapter 2 latent variable path models are reviewed. In Section 2.1 the basis of

the Structural Equation Models are introduced, then the focus moves to PLS-PM,

Section 2.2. These models are composed by two sub-models: the structural model,

described in Section 2.2.1, and the measurement model, Section 2.2.2. In Section

2.2.3 the technical phases of PLS-PM algorithm are briefly illustrated. The Chapter

2 ends up with the list of hypotheses concerning the model validation, Section 2.2.4,

the discussion of the indexes of the assessment model, Section 2.2.5 and the some

remarks on the optimization criteria, Section 2.2.6.

In Chapter 3 the extension of PLS-PM to the case of non-metric variables pro-

posed by Russolillo (2012) [56] is described. This recent method, called Non-Metric

PLSPM is based on the implementation of the optimal scaling approach to this

field.

A brief discussion about different measurement scales is presented in Section 3.1

as a necessary preliminary issue to the NM-PLSPM. Then, in Section 3.1.1 the

NM-PLSPM algorithm is discussed and in Section 3.1.2 the main characteristics

of optimization criteria are stressed. In the second part of this Chapter, Section

3.2, the extension of the NM-PLSPM to binary endogenous latent variables is pre-

sented. In this thesis the NM-PLSPM has been modified to implement the logistic
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regression for the computation of the path coefficients concerning latent variables

measured though only one manifest variable which is binary.

A review of the logistic regression is reported in Section 3.2.1 together with the

descriptive measures of the fit quality Section 3.2.2 and a presentation of the model

validation techniques with a special attention on the ROC curve Section 3.2.3.

Finally, the modification applied to the NM-PLSPM necessary in order to encom-

pass the logistic regression is described in Section 3.2.4.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the application of NM-PLSPM methods with the logistic

extension to two particular analyses of the UNI.CO archive data. The first analy-

sis concern the possibility offered by the UNI.CO archive to model the job quality

reached by Sapienza alumni, Section 4.1, the discussion of the results in Section

4.1.1 and some remarks in Section 4.1.2.

The other analysis concerns the study of the job career of Sapienza alumni in the

three years after graduation, Section 4.2. The career of Sapienza alumni have been

studied by two different models: one for the alumni who do not have at the moment

of the master’s degree an active job contract, Section 4.2.1 and the discussion of the

results in Section 4.2.2, and another for those with an active contract at the moment

of the master’s degree Section 4.2.3 and the discussion of the results in Section 4.2.4.

In Section 4.2.5 some remarks about the last two models are reported.

In Conclusions our overall remarks are discussed.

In the Appendixes, for completeness, two important issues related with the binary

variables are briefly reviewed: the exponential families in Appendix A.1 and the

Generalized Linear Models in Appendix A.2, the parameters estimation in Appendix

A.2.1 and the numerical methods in Appendix A.2.2.



Chapter 1

The UNI.CO Archive

In the last few years Italian universities have shown an increasing interest in study-

ing the characteristics of the labour market demand for their alumni as generated

by the Italian Industry (Carpita 2011[12]). The information collected from graduate

surveys has so far been of relevance to students, families and universities (Fabbris

2012 [25]). In addition periodic reports have been produced by public institutions,

for example, the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) 2012 [38] or pri-

vate entities, such as CENSIS 2012 [14] and AlmaLaurea (2013) [5]. However, since

March 2008, the Italian government has issued regulations for the development of

administrative archives for the labour market. The trial investigation approved in

2011, establishes the integration of the Sapienza archive (Infostud) with the Italian

Ministry of Labour archive, (CO, i.e. Compulsory Communications). The integra-

tion of these archives has generated a new archive called UNI.CO. The first statistical

7



8 CHAPTER 1. THE UNI.CO ARCHIVE

analysis, carried out by Alleva et al. (2012) [4] 1, based on UNI.CO data, revealed

a significant improvement in the retrieval of knowledge and information about the

careers of the alumni, especially the years after graduation. The UNI.CO archive

has allowed us to evaluate all the signed contracts obtained by Sapienza alumni in

addition to full information on all the enterprises and institutions that offered these

contracts. Moreover, the information on all the contracts obtained by each Sapienza

graduate retrieved in the integrated database also includes data about the actual

duration, the type of contract and a description of the professional qualification re-

quired for the job. The same information can be related to the sectors of economic

activity, the location of businesses and, of course, information on the educational

curriculum of the alumni from upper secondary school diploma to university gradua-

tion. Furthermore, this information contains details of the courses taken during the

student’s study program and the grades obtained in the examinations. The UNI.CO

archive is therefore a powerful tool for the university and for single departments,

who can use it not only to evaluate the position of alumni “at a certain date”, but

also to access information on the various job paths during the three year period

of observation; for example on the quality of the job, the coherence with the aca-

demic studies, and on the number of permanent job positions obtained in the labour

market. The UNI.CO archive also includes all the activations, terminations2, ex-

tensions and transformations of subordinate and para-subordinate job relationships.

The UNI.CO archive contains a large and complete amount of administrative data

1 It was possible to merge these administrative archives thanks to the Convention of the 14 June

2011 between the Directorate-General for innovation, technology and communication of the Min-

istry of Labour and Social Policy (Dr. Maria Grazia Strano) and “Sapienza” University of Rome.

The first report on Compulsory Communications archive for the study of labour demand for

Sapienza alumni has been realized by the working group UNI.CO under the supervision of Giorgio

Alleva and presented for the first time during the workshop “Monitoring of the dynamics of the

professional alumni” of the 24th September 2012.This group is formed by researchers from Sapienza

University of Rome, Italian Ministry of Labour and ItaliaLavoro. For Sapienza University: Pietro

Lucisano, Carlo Magni, Silvia Massimi, Francesca Petrarca, Alessandro Sanzo, Bruno Sciarretta

and Eleonora Renda. For the Italian Ministry of Labour: Daniele Lunetta and Maurizio Sorcioni

and for ItaliaLavoro Giuseppe De Blasio. The workgroup was supported by a Scientific and Techni-

cal Committee of Sapienza University formed by: Giorgio Alleva, Tiziana Catarci, Rosalba Natale

and Cristiano Violani. 2 The term “terminations”, here, means the end of a job contract
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which can allow us to build models of data interpretation through the identification

of:

• categories of Sapienza alumni in relation to integration into subordinate and

para-subordinate work;

• indicators that can predict the integration of alumni in job positions that are

coherent with university studies.

From the point of view of official statistics, the experiment with the UNI.CO archive

highlights the notable improvement provided by the integration of archives from

different sources. This new information is entirely additional with respect to that

provided by each of them singularly.

In this thesis work we adopted the UNI.CO administrative archive in order to study

the integration of Sapienza University of Rome alumni into the subordinate and

para-subordinate labour market. (For a preliminary statistical analysis based on a

subset of UNI.CO see Petrarca (2013) [53] and Petrarca (2014) [54]). This archive

allows us to perform a statistical analysis on more sophisticated and robust (and

more reliable) details than the standard analysis based on sample surveys (Ciriaci et

al. (2011) [16]; Capecchi et al. (2012) [11]). For example ISTAT provides a sample

survey on the education-to-work transition that is an important source of data for a

comparative analysis of the introduction into the world of work regarding different

qualifications; on the whole, it provides a useful tool for evaluating the effective-

ness of the higher education system. The sample surveys occur every three years;

they are conducted on individual student groups about three years after graduation

and they are carried out by using the Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing

(CATI) technique. This survey technique indicates a method of direct detection of

statistical units carried out through telephone interviews. The interviewer reads the

questions and records the answers on a computer, using a special software. Our

choice of using the UNI.CO archive allowed us to avoid the usual problems that

arise during the CATI sample surveys, which are usually biased, subjective and over

dependent on the memory of the interviewee. In our study we have used objective

real data unaffected by any emotional influence. Other sample surveys like the La-

bor Force (ISTAT) and AlmaLaurea, supply information about the status of alumni
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at some fixed point in time (like a photograph), whereas the data from the UNI.CO

archive allow us to study the evolution of alumni throughout the observation pe-

riod and therefore to analyse changes in job qualifications. A drawback found in

the use of the UNI.CO archive is that, for alumni who have obtained a permanent

contract, the changes in job qualifications are not recorded in the CO. This fact can

be overcome by integrating UNI.CO with the INPS archive, which contains infor-

mation such as annual wages. This further integration would allow us to complete

the position of alumni in order to investigate the integration of Sapienza alumni

into the labour market. This would be a fundamental improvement for making the

transition from a interpretation in terms of graduate’s demand in companies and

institutions (subordinate and para-subordinate), towards reaching an overall assess-

ment of a graduate’s professional careers. This makes it possible to study not only

the flow of activations and terminations over time (using the CO information), but

also the stock of alumni in different working positions at one or more successive

circumstances after graduation. In order to expand the information contained in

the UNI.CO archive, it would be interesting to integrate the ASIA (ISTAT) and

“Studies Sector” archives. Another desirable improvement would be the integration

of data from alumni of other universities.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 1.1 we present a brief descrip-

tion of the merging of the two administrative archives. More specifically, in Section

1.1.1 we describe the information contained in the Sapienza archive (Infostud), in

Section 1.1.2 the information contained in the Italian Ministry of Labour archive

(SISCO) and in Section 1.1.3 we describe the UNI.CO archive obtained by merging

the two sources. In Section 1.2 we propose the use of synthesis indicators. Thus, in

Section 1.2.1 we describe the variables that can predict the integration of the alumni

into job positions that are coherent with the educational curriculum; in Section 1.2.2

we illustrate a series of indicators on the quality of the contracts and the evolution

of the type of contracts in the three years of observation. These variables concern

the contract type, its actual duration and professional qualification. The synthesis

variables chosen allow us to quantitatively follow up the career of the alumni in

terms of improvement, worsening or stability of their job position for the three years

after graduation. Finally, in Section 1.3 we discuss the (positive) panorama that
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results from a general analysis of the UNI.CO archive.

1.1 Data

1.1.1 The Infostud Archive

The Sapienza University administrative archive (called Infostud) has provided data

on Sapienza alumni for the following calendar years 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, on

the basis of a well-structured path divided into five sections: the personal data of the,

including his/her secondary school diploma, university degree, enrollment in another

degree course in Sapienza University and his/her declared income. The first section

(personal data of the alumni), is made up of five areas, and contains the following

information: tax code, gender, date of birth, place of birth and residence. The second

section (secondary school diploma) consists of three areas: the subjects taken, the

grades and the year the diploma was obtained. The third section (university degree)

is divided into twelve areas concerning the university career of the alumni from

enrollment to graduation (e. g. year of enrollment , college, degree, etc.). The fourth

section provides information on Sapienza alumni that enrolled in other courses at

Sapienza university after graduating (for example Master degree, Phd), with course

specifications, the date of enrollment and the duration. The fifth and final section

deals with income declared at the time of enrollment (ISEE), specifying the level

and amount of the income. The scale of the information exported from the Infostud

archive is heterogeneous: alphanumeric, categorical (nominal and ordinal), date-

time, alphabetic and numeric. For this reason new data encoding has been carried

out following the official ISTAT classification. Moreover, the early analysis based

on Infostud data has highlighted the need for some “cleaning” and “normalization”

of the data, inducing a series of activities aimed at:

- reducing the duplication of errors (by verifying the repetition of tax codes in

the same year);

- reclassifying some variables according to the code system adopted by the Ital-

ian Ministry of Labour (in particular regarding place of birth and residence).
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1.1.2 The SISCO Archive

Compulsory Communications (CO) is an archive containing the information that

public and private employers are required to provide for the Italian Ministry of

Labour at the start of employment or at the moment of the extension, transfor-

mation and termination of employment. In agreement with the Ministerial Decree

of the 30th October, 2007, on compulsory communication from employers (“Comu-

nicazione obbligatorie telematiche dovute dai datori di lavoro pubblici e privati ai

servizi competenti”), since March 2008, all employers (individuals, businesses and

public entities) are required to communicate to the appropriate departments, facts

regarding the start, extension, transformation and termination of employment rela-

tionships, through a series of communication modules. The CO information system

of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs manages the information flow of ad-

ministrative data so that the data can reach the Central National Coordination

office in real time. The information flow goes through specific peripheral systems

that are delegated to data collection. The system is able to trace the flows linked

to the regular employment relationships of subordinate and para-subordinate jobs.

These flows are regulated within the current legislation concerning Italian citizens,

and also include foreigners who have valid residence permits, even if in the country

only temporarily. The system does not record, following current regulations, partic-

ular employment relationships, such as: judges, lawyers, state prosecutors, military

personnel, the police force, the diplomatic corps, the mayor, and people in high ad-

ministrative positions in public and private companies (e. g. presidents, managing

directors). The transformation of the administrative information contained in the

CO system, into statistical information is a complex task that has been entrusted to

a special technical working group made up of experts from the Italian Ministry of

Labour, ISTAT, ItaliaLavoro and ISFOL. The normalization of the archive, which

is still in progress, has produced a preliminary version of the new archive called the

Statistical Information System of Compulsory Communications (SISCO). It needs

to be pointed out here, that all the supply job contracts communicated by Italian

employment agencies and all employment relationships involving individuals regis-

tered in the ‘Boat People’ lists have so far been excluded from this archive. To

better understand the path career of the alumni, it is worth investigating the infor-
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mation content of the SISCO archive related to subordinate and para-subordinate

job contracts. Taking advantage of the information contained in SISCO, we can:

a. identify the job relationships concerning Sapienza alumni for a certain time

interval. In this way we are able to extract the nature, duration and profes-

sional skills involved in the contracts in order to correlate the information with

academic and socio-professional profiles;

b. identify and analyse the sectors, the production units and territorial basins in

which the job relationships take place;

c. monitor the effects of incentive policies (apprenticeships, internships) for the

transition into the job market.

Under this perspective, the main contribution that can be guaranteed by SISCO

data is a very detailed representation of the status for subordinate and para- sub-

ordinate demand offered by enterprises to Sapienza alumni. Moreover, the analysis

concerning the transition processes of Sapienza alumni and post alumni takes on

new connotations, which are completely original compared to other surveys. The

SISCO system, (see Figure 1.1), allows the CO to combine with the archive of the

alumni by merging the tax codes from each archive. The SISCO experimental phase

provided Sapienza University with five unidentified files :

• a file on Sapienza University alumni (files with unidentified personal data

called Uni out);

• an activations file, i. e. a file containing subordinate and para-subordinate con-

tracts signed by three-year degree alumni and five-year master degree alumni

of Sapienza University for a certain time interval;

• extensions file, i. e. a file containing the prolongations of the subordinate and

para-subordinate contracts signed by the bachelor degree and master degree

alumni of Sapienza University for a certain time interval.

• transformations file, i. e. a file containing the changes of subordinate and

para-subordinate contracts signed by the bachelor and master degree alumni

of Sapienza University for a certain time interval;
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• terminations file, i. e. a file containing the terminations of subordinate and

para-subordinate contracts signed by the three year degree and master degree

alumni of Sapienza University for a certain time interval.

Fig. 1.1 describes the general process of development and connection between the

two archives highlighting the flows of information. As can be seen, the Sapienza

University archive (Uni source) once connected with SISCO, has been reconstructed

and transferred to Sapienza University in the form of an unidentified file containing

data of the alumni (Uni out) and the corresponding Compulsory Communications

data (Activations, Extensions, Transformations and Terminations) for a chosen time

interval. The data obtained by this process allows us to reconstruct for all alumni

the inflows and outflows from the subordinate and para-subordinate labour market.

This process has generated the UNI.CO archive made up of two different matrices

Figure 1.1: Flows of information between the Sapienza alumni archive (Infostud)
and the System of Compulsory Communications archive (SISCO)

according to the experimental phase established:
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• the matrix (or archive) of contracts that shows all the information related to

labour signed by the alumni for a specific time interval;

• the matrix (or archive) of alumni that traces, from a longitudinal point of

view, all the activations, all the extensions, all the transformations and all the

terminations of employment over time.

The activation file contains all the activations recorded in SISCO for each tax code

in the file of the alumni provided by the University. There is no checking of the

activations before or after the graduation date. In this file, the ID of the worker

is repeated as many times as the activations recorded by SISCO from March 2008

to the time of the file extraction. The data file Uni out is therefore the result of

the merging between the Uni source archive and the SISCO archive, where the tax

codes have been replaced by unidentified identifiers and the dates of birth with the

years of birth. For every item in the file UNI OUT described above we have:

- no activation if the graduate has never had a communication recruitment from

March 2008 to the extraction date.

- one or more activations when the graduate has had at least one communication

recruitment from March 2008 to the date of extraction and therefore one or

more lines of information as a function of the number of recruitments for the

period from March 2008 to the date of extraction.

The activations file provided by SISCO is made up of 3 sections (see Tab. 1.1):

The first section (worker information), made up of six areas, contains information

about the worker: a single identifier, gender, country of birth, citizenship code,

code of residence permit, age at recruitment time. The second section (enterprise

information), made up of three areas, consists of: information about the unidenti-

fied enterprise identification, work location and the economic sector code (ATECO

classification). The third and final section provides information on the employment

relationships, e. g. the starting date, the expected ending date and the legal du-

ration at the time of recruitment (according to Tab. 1.1). The terminations file

contains all the employment relationships included in the SISCO system records

of job termination dates for each tax code contained in the Sapienza alumni file.
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Table 1.1: Description of the Activations file (activated labour relationships)

Section Description

Worker Information

Single identifier
Genger
Country of birth
Citizenship number
Code of residence permit
Age (at recruitment)

Enterprise Information
Single identifier
Work location
Code of the economic sector (ATECO)

Information on the
employment
relationship

Starting date
Expected ending date (at recruitment)
Legal duration (at recruitment)
Professional qualification (ISTAT)
Contract type code
Code working hours
Internal code of application form type
Internal code of action type
Benefits code (at recruitment)
Code of collective contract
The social security code
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In fact, the termination date of a contract may be updated by communicating an

extension of the job (contained in the extension file). For example, an extension

moves the initially planned ending date forward, as well as a transformation of a

temporary contract to a permanent contract, which makes the termination date

undetermined (contained in the transformations file), and finally a job termination

(such as dismissal, resignation, retirement) sets a definite ending date (contained in

the terminations file). The file thus contains the actual ending date of employment

at the time of data extraction. The ending date of an employment relationship

is a matter of great importance for the analysis of job transitions in order to cal-

culate the job duration, which can be quantified as the number of working days

in a worker’s employment history. It is important to take into account the basic

distinction between expected and actual duration of an employment relationship.

The expected duration is the duration declared at the beginning of the signing of

the relationship. Whereas, the actual duration takes into account the actual ending

date of the employment relationship, which is the result of the following algorithm:

• the date of job termination (if this information is contained in the file of

terminations);

• Alternatively, no date is given if the last available job change is a transforma-

tion to a permanent contract;

• Alternatively, the maximum ending date of the last extension (if at least one

extension is recorded);

• Alternatively, the expected ending date if the job employment is temporary

and there are no further job changes.

The difference in the information contained in the data set extracted from SISCO

represent job relationships in their temporal evolution allowing us to reconstruct the

true stories of the employments of the alumni. Moreover, this dataset contains the

actual duration of work experience gained over time.
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1.1.3 The UNI.CO archive

The new UNI.CO archive, born from the joint intersection of the information sys-

tem of Sapienza University of Rome and the Italian Ministry of Labour archive, is

adopted from now on, in order to analyse the demand for the skills and knowledge

of Sapienza alumni.

In order to determine the temporal period and populations of interest, we have

defined the design of the analysis in the following way:

• The “field of observation” is the temporal interval adopted to study the pro-

fessional experiences of Sapienza alumni. In this study we have considered

the three years following the date of university graduation, so as to consider

alumni at the same time interval (“ceteris paribus”).

• The “alumni set”, is the set composed of all the Sapienza alumni for whom

we have complete information in terms of contracts and job relationships in

the field of observation. In this thesis we consider all the alumni who got their

university degree in the classes between 01/03/2008 and 28/02/2009, a total,

of 21,782 alumni.

• The “contracts set” is the set of working relationships (paid contracts) and

professional experience (unpaid contracts) activated during the field of obser-

vation (44,804 contracts) or previously activated, but existing at the time of

graduation (1,695 contracts). We have a total of 46,499 contracts.

The UNI.CO archive is made up of two different matrices:

1. The matrix of contracts: 44,499 statistical units. This matrix consists of all

the Sapienza alumni’ contracts which represent the population of interest for

the analysis. In this matrix, for each contract, all the information in the

CO archive has been associated with all the features of the Sapienza alumni’

archive. This matrix allows us to study the complete set of features regarding

the Sapienza alumni’ contracts.

2. The matrix of alumni: 12,351 statistical units. Among the 21,782 alumni of the

population potentially subject to analysis, we considered 12,351 alumni (56.7%
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of the total) who had at least one occurrence recorded in the CO in the field

of observation (we called them “matching alumni”). An occurrence is defined

either by a contract which started in the three years following the graduation

date, or as a contract which already existed at the time of graduation. The

9,431 alumni who do not match the SISCO archive are all alumni who have

not had a job experience in the form of subordinate or para-subordinate work

(e. g. alumni who went abroad, self-employed alumni with a VAT number,

unemployed alumni). This matrix allows us to perform longitudinal statistical

studies on the job relationships of all Sapienza alumni after graduation. The

9,431 alumni who do not match the SISCO archive are all alumni who have

not had a job experience in the form of subordinate or para-subordinate work

(e. g. alumni who went abroad, self-employed alumni with a VAT number,

unemployed alumni.). This matrix allows us to perform statistical studies of

longitudinal types about the work relationships of all Sapienza alumni after

graduation.

Because of the fragmentation of the subordinate and para-subordinate work com-

pared to all other possible forms of employment, it is not possible to interpret the

matching in SISCO as the only positive result for job search during the three years

after graduation. Rather, it is possible to consider this matching as an important

indication of the demand characteristics for subordinate and para-subordinate work

available for Sapienza alumni in Italy. In Tab. 1.2 we show the percentage of match-

ing alumni considered in the matrix of alumni divided according to graduation level

and gender. This percentage can be interpreted as the ’probability’ of a Sapienza

graduate signing up for at least one contract of subordinate and para-subordinate

work in the observation field . This table allows us to make some preliminary ob-

servations on the different job positions of Sapienza alumni. The number of female

alumni (13,591) is higher than the number of male alumni (8,191). In relative terms,

among the three year degree alumni, there is a greater number of matching alumni

in the female component (58%) than in the male component (52.3%). This is also

observed for the master degree alumni. This observation agree with national data on

the labour market according to which the female employment rate slightly exceeds

that of male employment probably due to a progressive outsourcing of the produc-
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Table 1.2: Number of Sapienza alumni and percentage of matching alumni according
to the graduation level and gender

Gender

Female Male Total

All graduates
Num. of Sapienza alumni 13591 8191 21782

% matching alumni 58.7 53.4 56.7

Degree
Numb. of Sapienza alumni 7170 4361 11531

% matching alumni 58 52.3 55.9

Master’s Degree
Numb. of Sapienza alumni 6421 3830 10251

% matching alumni 59.5 54.6 57.7

tion system of goods and services. In Table 3 we show the results of the Sapienza

matching alumni for disciplinary sectors. The disciplinary sectors with higher pro-

portions of matching alumni are: education (81%), chemistry and pharmacy (76%).

The disciplinary sectors with a percentage higher than the overall average (57%) are:

political science and social science (67%), economics and statistics (65%), languages

(60%). The disciplinary sectors with a lower percentage than the overall average are:

law (31%), architecture (44%) and the sciences (50%). All the other sectors have

values around the overall average with a smaller positive and negative variation.
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Table 1.3: Results of the Sapienza matching alumni for disciplinary sectors

Disciplinary
Sector

Matching Non-Matching Total
Num.
alumni

%
Num.
alumni

%
Num.
alumni

%

Architecture 889 44 1141 56 2030 100
Chemical & Pharmaceutical 439 76 142 24 581 100
Economics & Statistics 1332 65 726 35 2058 100
Geography & Biology 483 52 448 48 931 100
Law 301 31 658 69 959 100
Engineering 1215 59 829 41 2044 100
Education 142 81 33 19 175 100
Literature 1390 53 1236 47 2626 100
Linguistical 748 60 507 40 1255 100
Medical 1519 53 1323 47 2842 100
Political & Social 2248 67 1119 33 3367 100
Psychological 1355 59 961 41 2316 100
Scientific 290 50 292 50 582 100
ND - - 16 100 16 100

1.2 Methodology

The employment problem for alumni lies not only in the difficulty of getting a job,

as shown by a reduced number of days per year of the contract, but also in the

quality of demand expressed by the system of production of goods and services. An

additional extended problem in this period is the nature of short-term job contracts,

with no professional qualifications and which are not coherent with the educational

curriculum. Taking into account data concerning the history of the integration of

Sapienza alumni into the Italian subordinate and para-subordinate market, a very

complex situation emerges which can only be analysed and correctly interpreted

through comparing the different forms of contract and professional qualifications

specified in the contracts. With these aims in mind, we suggest, new indicators that

can be of help in studying this complex situation. Job quality has been the focus

of both conceptual and political theories. In the neo-classical model of a perfectly

competitive labour market, wages fully capture the job quality aspects. However,

the economic literature suggests that, in practice, wage differentials do not fully
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compensate for all job differences, mainly due to a number of market failures, such

as incomplete information matching costs, monopsony power, and human capital.

Hence, wage alone does not capture all aspects of the quality of work. In addition,

other characteristics of the job including human capital, working conditions, health

risks and job satisfaction, need also to be considered to create an overall picture,

(European Commission [EES] (2008) [24]). Quality in work is a multidimensional

phenomenon, which in principle may touch a broad set of individual jobs and worker

characteristics ranging from wages, work organization, reconciliation between work

and family life. As the socio-economic literature does not appear to have reached

a clear consensus on a definition of variables which attempt to analyse and moni-

tor job quality, this factor needs careful consideration . Additionally, some of the

relevant aspects are more of a qualitative and subjective nature, thus raising ob-

vious measurement problems. The transitional labour markets school (known as

TLM theory, Schmid and Gazier (2002) [60]), highlights the alleged ’erosion of stan-

dard employment’, stressing the importance of studying labour market transitions,

and the distinction between good and bad ones. Reforms of employment protec-

tion legislation that have loosened regulations in fixed-term and other non-standard

contracts, while maintaining existing legislation on permanent contracts, may be

counterproductive. In particular, they may help create segmented labour markets,

where workers under non-standard contracts face poorer working conditions and less

favorable career prospects. All these new theoretical policy considerations provide

an opportunity for revisiting the EU concept of job quality and reignite a discus-

sion on the main empirical determinants of job quality indicators. According to the

economics of happiness literature, Frey and Stutzer (2002) [30], the absolute level

of wages is weakly correlated with subjective levels of job satisfaction. Ranking

and habit formation effects seem to dominate when compared with wage-level ef-

fects; furthermore workers are unhappy if they are paid less than their colleagues,

while a wage rise tends to have only a transitory effect. A ‘good’ job quality con-

cept should be multidimensional, including both objective and subjective indicators.

Green (2006) [32] adopts a broad definition focusing exclusively on job character-

istics, and job quality is evaluated looking at the range of capabilities and rewards

granted to workers to achieve their own well-being and fulfill the company’s goals,
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including wages, skills used in the job and the intensity of work. In the context

of Green’s framework, TLM theory, Schmid and Gazier (2002) [60], is highly rele-

vant for giving a dynamic or lifecycle perspective to employment quality issues, and

for highlighting the interactions between employment and other life spheres. This

school stresses the change in paradigm from standard employment to differentiated

employment careers, with a variety of working-time and contractual arrangements,

and more frequent changes of statuses between employment, unemployment, inac-

tivity, education, family care and non-paid activities.

1.2.1 The chance of getting a “good job”

In this section we focus on the assessment of the significance that contracts with

optimal characteristics take on in relation to the number of Sapienza alumni who are

able to obtain contracts in this field of observation. We study individual characteris-

tics (gender and age), the choice of the disciplinary sectors, the performance during

the student’s university studies, the student’s diploma, the number of contracts or

employment relationships after graduation. All these variables lead to the achieve-

ment of “optimal positions”. In this way, the main aim of this study is to verify

the achievement of permanent contracts with coherent qualifications regarding the

university career path. According to the “Eurostat model”, alumni are considered

properly placed in the labour market when they occupy professional qualifications

identified with ISCO1 (managers) and ISCO2 (intellectual and scientific professions)

according to the ISCO classification. We have defined the concept of “optimal con-

tract” as a contract that presents the following characteristics simultaneously:

• permanent position;

• highly qualified position, identified with the ISCO 1 and ISCO 2 classification;

• actual duration more than or equal to 8 months3.

3 The choice of this threshold (at least 8 months) comes from D.lgs.181/2000, which considers

those who work for less than eight months as having unemployment status. This legislation was

recently amended by Law 28, June 2012, n. 92 “Provisions for the reform of the labor market with

a view to growth.”
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Furthermore we have defined the concept of “quasi-optimal contract” as a contract

that presents the following characteristics simultaneously:

• highly qualified position, identified with the ISCO 1 and ISCO 2 classification

• actual duration more than or equal to 8 months.

Recently, many papers have also considered the ISCO 3 classification in the context

of highly qualified positions according to ISFOL. In this study we decided to consider

only highly qualified contracts as defined by ISCO 1 and ISCO 2. Tab. 1.4 shows

the percentage of Sapienza alumni who have signed at least one subordinate or

para-subordinate contract with optimal characteristics and the average number of

working days of such contracts in the field of observation. As we can see:

• at least one permanent contract has been signed by 22.9% of Sapienza students

and by 24.1% master degree alumni. The number of working days with a

permanent position is very low (116.9 for the 3-year degree alumni and 132.3

for master degree alumni) with respect to the total number of working days in

the field of observation. This number may depend either on the fact that many

contracts are signed at the end of this period, or the contracts are short-term

due to unforeseen termination.

• the percentage of alumni with at least one highly qualified professional contract

is 27.8% for the 3-year degree alumni, and 48% for master degree alumni in

the field of observation. The number of work days with a high professional

qualification contract is low (66.4 for the 3-year degree alumni and 186.2 for

the master degree alumni). Contracts of more than or equal to 8 months

duration, have been signed by 60.5% (with 331.8 days worked) of the 3-year

degree Sapienza alumni, and by 69.9% (with 418.1 work days) of those with a

master degree.

• an optimal contract has been signed only by 2.2% of the 3-year degree alumni

and 6.2% of the master degree alumni. In the field of observation, there is

only an average of 11.4 and 35.3 observed days worked for the 3-year degree

and master degree alumni respectively.
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Table 1.4: Percentage of alumni who signed at least one contract with optimal
characteristics and the average number of worked days of these contracts during the
field of observation

Optimal Contract features
% of Sapienza Alumni

Degree Master Degree Total

Permanent Position 22.9 24.4 23.6

Highly qualified position 27.8 48 37.5

Actual duration ≥ 8 months 60.3 69.9 64.9

Optimal contract 2.2 6.2 4.1

Quasi-Optimal contract 10.7 25.9 18

Numbers of worked days

Permanent Position 116.9 132.3 124.3

Highly qualified position 66.4 186.2 123.7

Actual duration ≥ 8 months 331.8 418.1 373.1

Optimal contract 11.4 35.3 22.8

Quasi-Optimal contract 44.6 140.1 90.3

• an optimal contract has been signed only by 2.2% of 3-year degree alumni and

6.2% of the master degree alumni. In the field of observation, there is only an

average of 11.4 and 35.3 observed work days for the 3-year degree and master

degree alumni respectively.

• 10.7% of the 3-year degree Sapienza alumni and 25.9% of the master degree

alumni have a quasi-optimal contract. There is a marked difference between

the percentages: even though it is reassuring that at least one quarter of the

master degree alumni obtained a quasi-optimal position. Note that in this

case the work day average is not high: 44.6 for the 3 -year degree alumni and

140.1 for the master degree alumni.

We have considered different definitions of optimal and quasi-optimal contract in

order to choose the definition to be adopted for this thesis work. We can see in Tab.

1.5:
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• In “Case a” we have the co-presence of the three best characteristics: perma-

nent contract, with high professional qualifications (ISCO1 and ISCO2) with

an actual duration of at least 8 months. If we remove the condition of at least

8 months duration (case b), the percentage of alumni who signed at least one

contract with these characteristics changes moderately from 4.1% to 4.4% (the

difference is based only on 43 contracts).

• “Case c” is defined by substituting the actual duration with days worked in

“Case a” condition. The result is that the number of alumni with at least one

optimal contract is reduced from 4.1% to 3.3%, because of signed contracts

for at least 8 months, which are only partly carried out during the field of

observation.

• For the quasi-optimal contracts, in “Case d”, we have the co-presence of high

professional qualifications with an actual duration of at least 8 months.

• “Case f” is obtained by substituting the request of actual duration with the

one of days worked. The result is that the number of alumni with at least one

quasi-optimal contract is reduced from 18.1% to 14.6%.

• “Case e” is obtained by removing, in the adopted quasi-optimal contract def-

inition, the request of counting the unpaid contracts. The number of alumni

with at least one quasi-optimal contract is reduced from 18.1% to 16.9%..

• “Case g” is the same as “Case e” with actual duration substituted by the days

worked. The percentage of alumni is reduced from 14.6% to 13.7%.

Fig. 1.2 shows a graphic representation of the distribution sets of Sapienza alumni

according to the different definitions of optimal and quasi-optimal contracts. We

conducted a preliminary statistical study on the relationship between the integration

of the subordinate and para-subordinate market in coherence with their educational

curriculum and a few variables representing a university career, job path and the

personal data. In particular, we have built a predictive model of the probability of

getting an “optimal contract” and a “quasi-optimal contract” in the field of obser-

vation through a series of logistic regression models.
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Table 1.5: Alternative definitions in optimal and quasi-optimal contracts. Number
and percentage of alumni who signed at least one contract with optimality charac-
teristics during the field of observation

Type

contracts
Case

Optimal

features

Num. of alumni

with (A) or

without (B)

optimal features

Sapienza

alumni
%

A B (TOT) ( A
TOT)

Optimal
a CTI+ISCO12+D.E≥ 243 506 11845 12351 4,1
b CTI+ISCO12 549 11802 12351 4,4
c CTI+ISCO12+W.D≥ 243 407 11944 12351 3,3

Quasi
Optimal

d CTI+ISCO12+D.E≥ 243 2231 10120 12351 18,1
e CTI+ISCO12 2092 10259 12351 16,9
f CTI+ISCO12+W.D≥ 243 1808 10543 12351 14,6

g
CTI+ISCO12+W.D≥ 243
without unpaid contract

1692 10659 12351 13,7

Figure 1.2: Graphic representation of the definitions adopted.

CTI: alumni with a permanent contract; ISCO12: alumni with a high professional
qualification contract . (made up of manager, intellectual and scientific professions);
D.E. ≥243: alumni with a contract with actual duration more than or equal to 8
months, in days.
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1.2.2 Indicators for a longitudinal analysis: worsening, im-

provement and stability in the field of observation

To study the evolution of the type of contract, the actual duration, and the profes-

sional qualification in the three years after graduation, we considered:

• the first and the last contract in the field of observation (indicated by I and

Z)

• the two most important contracts in the field of observation in terms of max-

imum actual duration (indicated, in chronological order, by K1 and K2).

The comparison between the features of these pairs of contracts allows us to monitor

the evolution of the type of contract, the actual duration, and professional quali-

fication, in order to classify Sapienza alumni in terms of improvement, worsening

or stability of their job position. Note that the double comparison was designed

precisely because of the fact that the contracts have very fragmented durations and

therefore to consider only the first and the last contract signed in three years may

not be sufficient for a dynamic assessment. The comparison of contracts can be

performed only for 7,910 alumni. For the remaining 4,441 alumni the comparison

cannot be made, mainly because they did not sign more than one contract during

the three years after graduation. It is worth noting that for alumni who sign only

two contracts in three years, the two comparisons coincide, and the first and last

contract (I and Z) correspond to K1 and K2. We constructed and analysed a series

of indicators associated with the type of work, the type of contract, the dynamics

of the duration and the professional qualification of the contracts. These indica-

tors have been designed with the aim of identifying improvements, a worsening or

stability in the job experiences of alumni following the three years of graduation,

and these represent one of the major elements made available for reading the results

of this experimentation. The indicators designed for the comparison between the

contracts and the evaluation of their evolution during the field of observation, can

be divided into three different sessions:

1. Indicators of the type of contracts.

2. Indicators of the actual duration of contracts.
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3. Indicators of the professional qualification of contracts.

The first indicator allows us to study the evolution of the type of contract. We

defined two new variables, one for the comparison between K1 and K2 and one for

the comparison between I and Z, with the following four modalities:

- Improvement: if the graduate changes from an internship to a job contract;

- High stability: if the evolution is from a job contract to another;

- Low stability: if the evolution is from an internship to another;

- Worsening: if the graduate changes from a job contract to an internship con-

tract.

A first assessment of labour demand for Sapienza alumni was conducted with the

identification of prominent features of the contracts (for example type, duration,

title), based on the information and classifications available at different levels of

details. The variable type of work, which is relevant for the interpretation of the

”quality” of the signed contracts by alumni in the three years after graduation, was

defined by classifying the contracts in the following five modalities:

a1) Standard (full time permanent work);

a2) Partially standard (part-time permanent work);

b1) Atypical (e.g. fixed-term employment, employment with project contract);

b2) Mixed cause contracts (e.g. contracts that provide a training as a component

of Apprenticeship, insert, CFL in public administration);

c) Professional experience (not properly work relationships, such as an Intern-

ship).

In order to study the evolution of the type of work, starting from the variables type

of work, we defined two new variables, one for the comparison between K1 and K2,

and one for the comparison between I and Z, with the following modalities. See Fig.

1.3:
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• MCA: improvement of type 1, the graduate changes from a non standard to

a standard contract, i. e. from an atypical or a mixed cause or internship job

contract to a standard job contract (case A1);

• MBC: improvement of type 2, the graduate changes from a partially standard

to a standard contract (case A2);

• MBA: improvement of type 3 the graduate changes from a non standard to

a partially standard contract, i. e. from an atypical or a mixed cause or

internship contract to a partially standard job contract (case A3);

• SAA: stability of type 1, the graduate changes from a standard contract to a

new standard contract (case B1);

• SBB: stability of type 2, the graduate changes from a partially standard con-

tract to a new partially standard contract (case B2);

• SCC: stability of type 3, the graduate changes from a non standard contract

to a new non standard contract (case B3);

• PAC: worsening of type 1, the graduate changes from a standard to a non

standard contract, i. e. from a standard job contract to an atypical or a

mixed cause or internship job contract (case C1);

• PBC: worsening of type 2, the graduate changes from a partially standard to

a non standard contract, i. e. from a partially standard job contract to an

atypical or a mixed cause or internship job contract (case C2);

• PAB: worsening of type 3, the graduate changes from a standard to a partially

standard contract (case C3).

In order to study the evolution of the actual duration of contracts we have intro-

duced two indicators: one for the comparison between K1 and K2 and one for the

comparison between I and Z, with the following four modalities. See Fig. 1.4.

• M8: improvement, the graduate changes from a job contract with an actual

duration of less than 8 months to a job contract with a duration of at least 8

months (case a);
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Figure 1.3: Graphic representation of the type of work evolution

• S8: high stability, the graduate changes from a job contract with actual dura-

tion of at least 8 months to a new job contract with the same duration (case

b);

• SN8: low stability, the graduate changes from a job contract with actual dura-

tion of less than 8 months to a new job contract with the same duration (case

c);

• P8: worsening, the graduate changes from a job contract with actual duration

of at least 8 months to a job contract with a duration of lower than 8 months
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(case d).

Figure 1.4: Graphic representation of the evolution of the actual duration

As far as the evolution of the actual duration, two variables have been defined,

each of them based on the ratio between the lengths of the two contracts which are

compared: the duration of the second contract is set in the numerator in chronolog-

ical order; whereas the determinator consists of the duration of the first contract.

The first variable compares K1 to K2, the second one compares I to Z. We have

established the following three modalities:

• actual duration increased by at least 50%, i. e. the ratio is equal or greater

than 1.5;

• actual duration varied less than 50%, i. e. the ratio is between 0.5 and 1.5;

• actual duration decreased by at least 50%, i.e. the ratio is equal or less than

0.5.

In order to study the evolution of the professional qualification at different levels

of disaggregation, we decided to adopt the ISCO classification that is used at Eu-

ropean levels. Regarding the professional qualifications we aggregated the ISCO

classifications in three hierarchical levels according to the ISTAT standard:
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1. high skilled professions (ISCO 1 and ISCO 2) made up of managers and intel-

lectual and scientific professions;

2. medium skilled professions (from ISCO 3 to ISCO 6) made up of technical

professions, skilled employees and professionals in commercial activities and

services, specialized personnel assigned to agriculture, forestry and fisheries;

3. low skilled professions (from ISCO 7 to ISCO 9) made up of craftsmen and

skilled workers, workers of industrial machinery and assembly lines, and un-

qualified workers.

We defined two new variables, one for the comparison between K1 and K2, and one

for the comparison between I and Z, with the following modalities:

• M1: improvement, the graduate’s profession changes from a medium skilled

to a highly qualified profession;

• M2: improvement, the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled to a

highly qualified profession;

• M3: improvement, the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled to a

medium skilled profession;

• P1: worsening, the graduate’s profession changes from a highly qualified to a

medium skilled profession;

• P2: worsening, the graduate’s profession changes from a medium skilled to a

low skilled profession;

• P3: worsening, the graduate’s profession changes from a highly qualified to a

low skilled profession;

• S1: stability, the graduate’s profession changes from a highly qualified profes-

sion to a new one with the same qualification;

• S2: stability, the graduate’s profession changes from a medium skilled profes-

sion to a new one with the same qualification;
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• S3: stability, the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled profession

to a new one with the same qualification.

Figure 1.5: Graphic representation of the job professional qualification

1.3 Discussion

A detailed analysis of the based on the UNI.CO archive concerning the type of work

evolution in the field of observation reveals a positive panorama. In Tab. 1.6 shows

that 80.7% of the alumni have paid contracts as a first and last job experience in

an employment relationship in the field of observation. A percentage of 14.7% have

an improvement in the type of work; while for 2.9% of the alumni a worsening is

recorded (this percentage is 3.7% for the 3-year degree alumni and 2% for the master

degree alumni). Finally, only 1.7%. of the alumni have low stability contracts. The

evolution of the type of work in the course of three years can be described in more

detail taking into consideration the type of contract.
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Table 1.6: Evolution of the type of work during the field of observation

Evolution of
the work type

Comparison K1-K2 Comparison I-Z

Degree
Master
Degree

Total Degree
Master
Degree

Total

IMPROVEMENT
internship→ job contract

10.7 17.7 14.3 10.2 19.2 14.7

WORSENING
job contract→internship

3.7 2.6 3.2 3.7 2 2.9

HIGH STABILITY
job contract

83.3 77.4 80.3 84.2 77.2 80.7

LOW STABILITY
internship

2.2 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.5 1.7

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

In the Tab. 1.7, the study the evolution of the contract type is reported. We observe

that:

• the vast majority of alumni do not substantially change their own job posi-

tion: this stability concerns 80.8% of alumni when we consider the comparison

between K1 and K2, and 79.4% in the comparison between I and Z. The differ-

ence between the 3-year degree alumni and the master degree alumni is very

low.

• the main component of the stability type of contract is represented by the set

of alumni maintaining a non-standard contract (equivalent to more than 3/4

of the total number of alumni of both degree levels); the fraction of alumni

maintaining a standard contract in the two compared situations is only slightly

more than 2%. This percentage rises to 3% when partially standard contracts

are also considered;

• analysing the comparison between K1 and K2, 13.6% of the alumni obtained

an improvement, this percentage changes to 14.8% in the case of the compar-

ison between I and Z. As we can see, there is no significant difference between

the 3-year degree and master degree alumni. The main component of the im-

provement of the type of contract is represented by the set of alumni changing
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from a non-standard to a standard contract (9.4% and 10.4% of the total, for

the two comparisons respectively);

• alumni who reported a worsening in the type of contract are fewer than those

who reported an improvement: this set is composed of 5.6% of the alumni in

the comparison between K1 and K2, the percentage rises to 5.9% when the

comparison between the first and last contract is considered. The number of

alumni who worsen their condition is higher for students with the 3-year degree

(6.6% versus 4.6% in the comparison between K1 and K2, and 6.4% against

5.3% for I and Z). It is important to observe finally that the most relevant wors-

ening recorded is from partially standard contracts to non-standard contracts

(2.9% and 3.2% of the total number of alumni in the two comparisons), and

the second most important one from the standard contract to non-standard

ones (2.3% in both comparisons). The worsening in relation to the passage

from standard to partially standard contracts is less relevant (only 0.4% and

0.3% of the total number of alumni in both comparisons).

Concerning the study of the actual duration of the contracts, first of all we have

compared contracts with an actual duration of greater or less than 8 months. This

threshold is chosen to divide the work experience as sufficiently important or of little

importance from a duration point of view.

In Tab. 1.8, the evolution of the actual duration of the contract is described:

• a significant percentage of alumni improve their job position, from a contract

of less than 8 months to one of at least 8 months. In the case of the comparison

between K1 and K2 the percentage is 31.6% of the alumni, whereas it changes

to 38.3% when considering the comparison between the I and Z. In both the

comparisons the improvement is slightly higher for the master degree in terms

of type of degree.

• In the two comparisons the majority of alumni is in a situation of stability

with more or less the same actual job duration (59% and 54% respectively).

A negative element is the fact that the main component of the stability comes

from the alumni with contracts with an actual duration of less than 8 months

in both situations (31.9% and 34.2% respectively).
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• The alumni who hold contracts of more than 8 months (27.1% and 19.8% in

the two comparisons) together with the alumni that improve their position by

changing from shorter-term contracts to contracts of at least 8 months, repre-

sent more than half of the total number of alumni (58.7% in the comparison

between K1 and K2, and 58.1% in the comparison between I and Z).

Another assessment of the dynamics of the actual duration of the contracts in the

field of observation can be carried out by classifying alumni depending on whether

the two contracts have registered or not changes in actual duration greater than

50%. In Tab. 1.9, the variation of the contract actual duration data is reported; we

observe that:

• more than half of the alumni increase the duration of the contract by more

than 50% (53% of the alumni in the comparison between K1 and K2, and

62.4% of alumni in the comparison between I and Z). In both the comparisons

this effect is slightly higher for master degree as regards graduation degree.

• only 12.3% and 14.3% of the alumni, respectively in the two comparisons, have

decreased by 50% the actual duration of the contract.

• the actual duration of the contract does not change more than 50% in 34%

and in 23.3% of the cases in the two comparisons.

Finally, the evolution in the field of observation of professional qualifications that

emerges from the job contracts of the alumni is of particular interest. With reference

to the classification described above (high, medium and low levels) the picture that

arises from Tab. 1.10 is:

• about 3/4 of the alumni do not substantially change their level of professional

qualification;

• in particular, 63.9% of 3-year degree alumni and 47.6% of master degree alumni

appear to maintain a medium professional qualification in the comparison be-

tween K1 and K2; these percentages are 62.6% and 46.2% when comparing the

first and last contract. The second important element with regard to stability

is represented by the number of alumni who maintain high level qualifications:
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this component represents 12.9% of 3-year degree alumni and 24.4% of master

degree alumni in the comparison between K1 and K2, and 12.9% and 22.9% in

the other case. The stability of the low professional qualifications is marginal,

1.5% and 1.4% of the total number of alumni in both comparisons;

• 13.3% and 14.7% of alumni (respectively in the two comparisons) improve

their level of professional qualifications; the improvement is more frequent for

the master degree alumni 15.1% (17%) with respect to 11.5% (12.3%) of the

3-year degree alumni (in the comparison between K1 and K2 (I and Z)). The

most frequent improvement is represented by the transition from a medium

qualification to a high qualification (10.9% and 11.7% of the total number of

alumni in the two comparisons);

• a worsening of the professional qualification status is less common and rep-

resents 10.8% and 11.6% of alumni in the two comparisons. The worsening

is slightly higher for the master degree alumni 11.7% (12.9%) regarding 9.8%

(10.3%) of 3-year degree (in the comparison between K1 and K2 (I and Z)).

Finally, a worsening is the most common situation for the transition from a

high to a medium professional qualification.
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Chapter 2

Latent Variable Path Models

In the 1920s the geneticist Sewall Wright developed the path analysis to study phy-

logenetic models. Wright was interested in understanding the causal relationships

underlying social systems by solving a system of equation based on the correlations

among the variables that are supposed to influence the outcome. Several decades

later, path analysis was introduced into the social scientific research thanks to the

work of Blalock, Ducan and others. During the 1970s, path analysis was introduced

also in sociology, psychology, economics, political science ecology and other fields

and became more popular.

The path analysis method can be considered an extension of multiple regression

analysis because it estimates many regression equations at the same time according

to the theoretical relationships among the variables. In the 1980s, the path analysis

evolved into a variety of causal or Structural Equation Models (SEM) that can be

viewed as a set of methods for analysing multiple relationships among blocks of

variables. The very important feature of these methods is the possibility to repre-

sent quantitatively concepts that cannot be measured directly and that are called

latent variables (LVs) or constructs, factors etc.. These concepts encompass and

summarize a set of information that in some way reflect the meaning of the concept.

The latent variables are indirectly measured by means of variables that are called

manifest variables (MVs). The feature of a manifest variable is that it contains

information that reflects (partially) some aspects of the construct, in such a way

that the information contained in the indicators are elaborated to obtain a repre-

41



42 CHAPTER 2. LATENT VARIABLE PATH MODELS

sentation as faithful as possible of the latent variable. These methods can also be

used for exploration, visualization, explanation, prediction, classification and study

of the structural systems.

2.1 Structural Equation Models: the bases

In this Section we will introduce the notations, the common drawing conventions

and the specification of the model. The SEM, Bollen (1989) [7]; Kaplan (2000) [41],

include a number of statistical methodologies with the aim to estimate a network

of causal relationships, based on a theoretical model, linking two or more latent

concepts, each measured through a number of observable indicators. The study of

the complexity inside a system is performed through a causality network among

the latent concepts. The standard graphical representation of these is depicted in

Fig. 2.1. The theoretical causal relationships in the model are represented through

a path diagram where the latent variables are represented by the ellipses or circles,

the manifest variables by the rectangles or squares and the dependence relationships

among the variables by the oriented arrows (either latent or manifest). A variable

is called exogenous if it helps to explain other variables while a variable is called

endogenous if it is caused by one or more variables within the model, therefore en-

dogenous variables have the graphical representation of incoming arrows.

The SEM model consists of two sub-models: the structural (or inner) model and

the measurement (or outer) model. The measurement model describes the relations

among the LV and its MVs, see Fig. 2.2. The common term to indicate this part

of the graph is block. There are three measurement types: the reflective scheme or

Mode A, the formative scheme or Mode B and the MIMIC mode. A block is con-

ceptually defined as reflective (case (a) in Fig. 2.2) or, more generally, as outwards

directed, if the LV is assumed to be a common factor that describes its own MVs. In

this case, MVs should be highly correlated, as they are caused by the same common

factor. In other words, the block is expected to be unidimensional and internally

consistent. Hence, the set of manifest variables are assumed to measure the same

singol underlying concept. 1

1 In this case, the LV is considered the cause of the MVs.
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Figure 2.1: The most common symbols in the Structural Equation Models

Differently, when each MV (or sub-blocks of MV) represent different ingredients of

the underlying concept, the block is defined as formative (cases (b) and (c) in Fig.

2.2) or inwards directed.

In this case the manifest variables within a block are weakly correlated among them.

Finally, a block can be composed of both reflective and formative MVs: this is the

MIMIC (multiple-indicator multiple indicator causes) case. Regardless of the mea-

surement model used, the parameters to be estimated are the so-called outer weights

ωpq and loadings λpq.

The structural (or inner) model specifies the relationships among the LVs, see

Fig. 2.3. Using this model, it is possible to estimate the regression coefficients

connecting the latent variables among them. The regression coefficients are the

path coefficients (indicated by βmj).

There exist two different approaches to Structural Equation Models estimation:

Covariance-based : the goal is to reproduce the sample covariance matrix of the

manifest variables by means of the model parameters. It is a confirmatory
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Figure 2.2: Path Diagram depicting outer model. The two measurement options are
showed: the reflective way case (a) and the formative way case (b) and (c).

approach aimed at validating a model. This techniques can be considered

as a generalization of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis to the case of the

multi-tables data linked to one another. Several estimation techniques exist.

Jöreskog (1970) [40] proposed one of the first method which is based on esti-

mating the Structural Equation Models using the maximum likelihood (ML)

method (SEM-ML). In literature, all these techniques are called LInear Struc-

tural RElations LISREL-type techniques.

Component-based : the goal is to provide an estimation of the latent variables

in such a way they are the most correlated with one another (according to the

path diagram structure) and the most representative of each corresponding

block of manifest variables (as happens in the principal component analysis).

It is to be considered more an exploratory approach than a confirmatory one.

In the following explanation we will focus our discussion on the Partial Least Squares

Path Modeling (PLS-PM), Tenenhaus (2008) [62], that is the principal estimation

technique among the component-based methods.

It is an iterative algorithm that separately estimates the several blocks of the mea-
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!1

!2

!3

Figure 2.3: Path Diagram depicting inner model

surement model and then, in a second step, estimates the structural model coeffi-

cients. The feature of the PLS-PM is to explain at best the residual variance of the

latent variables and also of the manifest variables in any regression of the model,

Fornell and Bookstein (1982) [29].

Since the PLS-PM does not aim at reproducing the sample covariance matrix, it

is considered more an explorative approach than a conservative one. The PLS-PM

does not require strong assumption with respect to the distributions, the sample

size and the measurement scale and therefore it is to be considered a completely

free method and therefore can be contextualized as soft-modeling approach. For

this reason the classical parametric inferential framework cannot be used and it is

replaced by empirical confidence intervals and hypothesis testing procedures based

on resampling methods, Chin (1998) [15]; Tenenhaus et al. (2005) [66], such as

jacknife and bootstrap. Finally, PLS-PM is more oriented to optimizing predictions

(explained variances) than statistical accuracy of the estimates.
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2.2 The PLS Path Modeling

The family of PLS methods have been initiated by the work of Swedish statisti-

cian Herman Wold and his research group in the period from 1960s to early 1980s.

They developed a set of approaches based on iterative algorithms applied on Ordi-

nary Least Squares regressions. The set of PLS methods was developed to tackle

several problems of data analysis by applying a number of adapted least squares

procedures. Different names for these methods were proposed over the years such as

Nonlinear Iterative Least Squares (NILES), Nonlinear Iterative Partial Squares (NI-

PALS), Partial Least Squares basic design, and PLS soft modeling, among others.

In the first period of evolution, several versions of least-squares-based iterative al-

gorithms were applied to a variety of analysis and modeling problems related to

data coming from social sciences (e.g. economics, psychology, sociology). In the

early 1980s, further developments of the PLS principles and the applications based

on regression problems to chemistry and the food industry have contributed to the

success of the PLS techniques.

PLS methods are mainly composed of two schools: the PLS regression models (PLS-

R) and the PLS path modeling (PLS-PM). In the first period only the PLS-R tech-

nique had a great success. In the late 1990s, thanks to the work of Michel Tenenhaus

and his group, the general framework of the PLS methods has been repositioned on

the context of data analysis. In the last decade (2000-2010), the PLS methods were

subjected to a great effort of international diffusion which continues today.

PLS-PM estimates the network of linear relations among the MVs and their own

LVs, and among the LVs inside the model, through a system of inter-dependent

equations based on simple and multiple regressions.

Let us call X the dataset containing N standardized units observed on P variables,

X can be seen as a NxP matrix. The variables are divided into Q mutually and

exclusive blocks X1, . . . ,Xq, . . . ,XQ where the generic q-th block Xq has Pq vari-

ables with
∑Q

q Pq = P . The PLS-PM studies the relationships among Q blocks

X1, . . . ,Xq, . . . ,XQ of manifest variables MVs, which are the expressions of Q la-

tent variables ξ1, . . . , ξQ.

This partition of data reflects the PLS-PM objective which is that of charactering

the unobserved latent variables that are supposed to represent the underline struc-
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ture of the data which we are interested in highlighting. Therefore each group of

variables influences a unique LV exclusively.

As said earlier, the corresponding conceptual model can be represented by path di-

agrams and, also, the PLS path model consists of two sub-models: the structural

(or inner) model and the measurement (or outer) model.

2.2.1 The Structural Model

The structural model specifies the relationships among the LVs, see Fig. 2.3. In

general it is possible to classify the LVs in two types according to the path diagram.

The LV is endogenous if it is supposed to depend on other LVs and it is exogenous

otherwise. Structural relationships can be taken in account by means of a lower

triangular matrix L of order Q according to the mutual relationships among the

LVs. The generic element lqq′ is equal to 1 if ξq depends on ξq′ and 0 otherwise (

lqq = 0). In the structural model each endogenous LV ξq, (q = 1, . . . , Q) is linked to

other LVs by the following multiple regression model:

ξq = βq0 +

Q∑
q′=1

lqq′βqq′ξq′ + νq (2.1)

where ξq (q = 1, . . . , Q) is the generic endogenous LV, βq0 is the intercept term, βqq′

is the path coefficient interrelating the q-th exogenous latent variable to the q′-th

endogenous one, and the νq is the error of the inner relation. The subscript q′ of

ξq′ refers to all the latent variables that are supposed to predict ξq. The path coef-

ficients represent the “strength and direction” of the relations between the response

ξq and the predictors ξq′ . This model is recursive, therefore the paths formed by

the arrows of the inner model cannot form a loop.

The only hypothesis of this model is what Wold named predictor specification hy-

pothesis, Wold (1982) [70]:

E(ξq|ξq′) = βq0 +

Q∑
q′=1

lqq′βqq′ξq′ (2.2)
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which implies that the latent variables ξq is uncorrelated with the residual νq and

the residual νq has zero mean. The idea behind this specification is that the lin-

ear relationships are conceived from a standard regression perspective: we want to

understand as far as possible the conditional expected value of the response ξj de-

termined by its predictors ξq. It is important to note that the only request is the

existence of the first and second order moments in the variables.

2.2.2 The Measurement Model

The measurement model describes the relations among the LV and its MVs, see Fig.

2.2. When a block is defined as reflective (case (a) in Fig. 2.2) the MVs should be

highly correlated, as they are caused by the same common factor. In other words, the

block is expected to be unidimensional and internally consistent. Hence, the set of

manifest variables are assumed to measure the same unique underlying concept. In

this case, the relation between each MV xpq, (p = 1, . . . , Pq) and the corresponding

LV is considered to be linear and it is generally modeled as

xpq = λpq0 + λpqξq + εpq (2.3)

where λpq0 is a location parameter, λpq is a loading term stemming from simple

regression model and the imprecision in the measurement process is represented

by the error term εpq. Also in this model the predictor specification hypothesis

E(xpq|ξq) = λpq0 + λpqξq is required.

To check the unidimensionality of a block several tools exist.

Cronbach’s alpha represents a measure of internal consistency and it is defined

as:

α =

∑
p 6=p′ cor(xpq,xp′q)

Pq +
∑

p 6=p′ cor(xpq,xp′q)
x

Pq
Pq − 1

(2.4)

where Pq is the number of manifest variables in the q-th bolck and xpq and

xp′q are two MVs of the q-th block. A block is considered unidimensional if

this index is larger than 0.7 for confirmatory studies.

Dillon-Goldstein’s rho (or Jöreskog’s) measures the composite reliability of the
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block and for this reason it is called also composite reliability index. It is de-

fined as:

ρ =

(∑Pq
p=1 λpq

)2
(∑Pq

p=1 λpq

)2
+
(∑Pq

p=1 1− λpq
)2 (2.5)

A block is considered unidimensional if this index is larger than 0.7.

Principal component analysis of a block a block may be considered unidimen-

sional if the first eigenvalue of its correlation matrix is higher than 1, while

the others are smaller.

Confirmatory TETRAD Analysis [Bollen & Ting (1993) [8], Gudergan, Ringle,

Wende & Will (2008) [33]] A TETRAD is defined as the difference of the

products of two pairs of covariances between MVs of the same block. Using

a bootstrap-based test, all non redundant TETRADs are tested to be differ-

ent from zero. A block is assumed to be reflective if all null hypotheses are

accepted, in others cases, a block is considered formative.

According to Chin (1998) [15] the Dillon-Goldstein’s rho is considered to be a better

indicator of the unidimensionality of a block than the Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s

alpha actually provides a lower bound estimate of reliability.

When a block is defined as formative (cases (b) and (c) in Fig. 2.2), the measurement

model can be expressed as:

ξq =

Pq∑
p=1

wpqxpq + δq (2.6)

where wpq is the coefficient linking each manifest variable to the corresponding latent

variable and the fraction of the corresponding latent variable not accounted for by

block of manifest variables is represented by the error term δq. The assumption

behind this model is the predictor specification:

E(ξq|xpq) =

Pq∑
p=1

wpqxpq (2.7)
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In such case the LV is better understood as an emergent construct that summarizes

its own MVs. In other words the MVs are considered the cause of the LV.

Whatever scheme is used to built the measurement model, the parameters to be

estimated are the so-called outer weights ωpq and loadings λpq.

2.2.3 The PLS-PM Algorithm

The PLS-PM consists of an iterative algorithm composed by two steps: in the first

step it separately solves out the blocks of the measurement model and then, in the

second step, estimates the path coefficients in the structural model, see Tab. 2.1.

In the PLS-PM the outer weights ωpq, linking each MV to corresponding LV, are

estimated by an iterative algorithm in which the latent variable scores are obtained

through the alternation of the outer (νq) and inner estimations (zq) of the LVs. No

formal proof of convergence of the general algorithm has been provided until now,

but in some cases the PLS-PM loop has been proved to monotonically convergence

versus a criterion. However, convergence is always assured in practice.

Step 1, see Fig. 2.4

The procedure starts by choosing arbitrary outer weights vectors (generallywq = 1).

These weights are then standardized in order to obtain LVs with unitary variance.

Once the outer weights have been initialized, the first stage of the iterative procedure

consist in obtaining the outer estimation in which each LV (νq) is calculated as a

linear combination of its own centered MVs:

νq ∝
Pq∑
p=1

wpqxpq = Xqωq (2.8)

where νq is the standardized (zero mean and unitary standard deviation) outer

estimate of the q−th latent variable ξq. The symbol ∝ means that the left side of

the equation corresponds to the normalized right side (ν′qνq = N).

Then, the inner estimation is calculated in which each LV (zq) is obtained as a
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Figure 2.4: Scheme of the PLS-PM iterative procedure

normalized linear combination of the outer estimates of the connected LVs:

zq ∝
Q∑
q′=1

cqq′eqq′νq (2.9)

where νq is the standardized inner estimate of the q-th latent variable ξq, each inner

weight (eqq′) is the weight of this linear combination and the cqq′ is a generic element

of the square matrix C of order Q, where cqq′ = 1 if ξq is connected to ξq′ in the

path diagram and cqq′ = 0 otherwise.

There are three different methods for evaluating the inner weights:

1. the Centroid scheme (Wold’s original scheme) in which each inner weight eqq′

is equal to the sign of the correlation between the outer estimate νq of the

q-th latent variable and the outer estimate νq′ connected with νq.
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2. the Factorial scheme, proposed by Lohmöller (1989), [48], in which each inner

weight eqq′ is equal to the correlation between the outer estimate νq of the

q-th latent variable and the outer estimate νq′ connected with νq.

3. the Structural or path weighting scheme in which each inner weight eqq′ is

equal to

• νq′ coefficient in the multiple regression of νq if ξq′ is a latent predictor

of ξq;

• correlation between νq and νq if ξq′ is a latent response of ξq.

Generally the most common method is the centroid one because it is well-adapted

to the situation in which the manifest variables in a block are strongly correlated

to each other. In situations in which the correlation among the manifest variables

inside a block is weaker, it is more appropriate to use the factorial scheme. The

procedure goes on by updating the outer weights ωpq using the first inner estimation

(zq) of the latent variables obtained. The Mode A or the Mode B mode is used to

update the outer weights.

Mode A (Reflective): each outer weight ωpq is update as regression coefficient in

the simple regression of the p-th manifest variable of the q-th block (xpq) on

the inner estimation zq of the q-th latent variable. So, since zq is standardized,

the generic outer weight ωpq is obtained by:

ωpq = cov2(xpq, zq) (2.10)

Mode B (Formative): the vector ωq of the weights ωpq associated to the manifest

variables of the q-th block is updated as vector of the regression coefficients in

the multiple regression of the inner estimate of the q-th latent variable zq on

its manifest variables Xq:

ωq = (X ′qXq)X
′
qzq (2.11)

2 One characteristic of the regression coefficient is to reduce the variance between each manifest

variable and the corresponding inner estimate of the latent variable, if the manifest variables have

been also standardized, the covariance becomes a correlation.
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where Xq is built by the Pq manifest variables xpq previously centered and

scaled by
√

1/N .

The choice of the method for updating the outer weight is related to the nature

of the measurement model. Generally, Mode A is suggested for endogenous latent

variables while Mode B for the exogenous ones. Inner and outer estimation stages

are alternated until the convergence on the outer weights reached.

Step 2

Once the convergence of the outer weights ωpq is obtained, the procedure continues

computing the LVs score, the path coefficients and the loadings.

The LVs scores are evaluated as linear combination of its own block of manifest

variables (called weight relation):

ξ̂q =

Pq∑
p=1

ωpqxpq ∝Xqωq (2.12)

where ξ̂q is the standardize latent variable scores associated to the q-th latent

variable ξq, the variables xpq are centered and ωpq are the outer weights ob-

tained once the algorithm has reached convergence.

It is important not to avoid the mistake of exchange the weight relation defined

in Eq. (2.12) with the expression of the measurement model in the case of

formative way defined in Eq. (2.7). The weight relation only establishes that

any LV is defined as a weighted sum of its own MVs. It does not affect the

direction of the relationship between the LV and its MVs in the outer model.

Such direction (inwards or outwards) determines how the weights in Eq. (2.7)

are estimated.

The path coefficients are obtained through an OLS multiple regression among

the estimated latent variable scores, according to path diagram structure. Let

us assume that ξj (j = 1, . . . , J) is the generic endogenous latent variable and

Ξ̂→j the matrix of the corresponding latent predictors, so the path coefficient
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vector for each ξj is:

β̂j =
(
Ξ̂
′
→j Ξ̂→j

)−1
Ξ̂
′
→j ξ̂j (2.13)

where Ξ̂ includes the scores of the latent variables that explain the j-th en-

dogenous latent variable ξj, and ξ̂j is the latent variable score of the j-th

endogenous latent variable.

The loadings are evaluated as correlations between a latent variable scores and its

manifest variables:

λ̂pq = cor
(
xpq, ξ̂q

)
. (2.14)

for each block q with Pq > 1.

2.2.4 Model validation

The PLS-PM is a soft modeling approach, for this reason the validation of the model

regards only the way in which relationships are modeled, in the two models that

make up this method: the structural and measurement model. The following null

hypotheses should be rejected:

• λpq = 0 because each MV should be correlated to its corresponding LV;

• ωpq = 0 because each LV should be affected by all MVs of its block;

• βqq′ = 0 because each latent predictor should be causative with respect to its

latent response;

• R2
j = 0 because each endogenous ξj should be explained by its latent predic-

tors;

• cor(ξq, ξq′) = 0 because the LVs are assumed to be connected by a statis-

tically significant correlation. Rejecting this hypothesis means assessing the

Nomological Validity of the PLS Path Models;

• cor(ξq, ξq′) = 1 because the LVs are assumed to measure concepts that are

different among them. Rejecting this hypothesis means to assess the Discrim-

inant Validity of the PLS Path Models;
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Table 2.1: PLS Path Modeling algorithm

Input: X = [X1, . . . ,Xq, . . . ,XQ], i. e. Q blocks of centred manifest variables
Initialize: the outer weights, i. e. ωq = 1 and s = 0

Step 1: Iterative algorithm
1: s=s+1
2: for all q = 1, . . . , Q do

3: Calculate the outer estimation νq of the LVs: ν
(s)
q ∝

∑Pq
p=1 ω

(s)
pq xpq

4: Updating of the inner weights e
(s)
q′q choosing among these schemes:

Centroid: e
(s)
qq′ = sign[cor(ν

(s)
q ,ν

(s)
q′ )]

Factorial: e
(s)
qq′ = cor(ν

(s)
q ,ν

(s)
q′ )

Path weighting: multiple regression coefficients or correlations.

5: Calculate the inner estimation z
(s)
q of the LVs: zq ∝

∑Q′

q′=1 cqq′e
(s)
qq′ν

(s)
q′

6: Updating of the outer weights ωq choosing between:

Mode A: ω
(s+1)
q = (1/N)X′qz

(s)
q

Mode B: ω
(s+1)
q = (X′qXq)

−1X′qz
(s)
q

7: end for
8: Stages 1-7 are repeated until convergence of the outer weights is achieved

i. e. until: max |ω(s+1)
pq − ω

(s)
pq | < 10−5

Output Step 1: the outer weights ωq
Step 2: Computation

9: Computation of the LV scores: ξ̂q =
∑Pq

p=1 ωpqxpq ∝Xqωq

10: Computation of the Path Coefficients: βj =
(
Ξ̂
′
→j Ξ̂→j

)−1
Ξ̂
′
→j ξ̂j

11: Computation of the loadings: λ̂pq = cor
(
xpq, ξ̂q

)
.

Output Step 2: the LV scores ξ̂q, the path coefficients βj and the loadings λ̂pq.
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• AV Eq and AV Eq′ smaller than cor(ξq, ξq′) because the LV should be related

more strongly with its block of indicators than with another LV representing

a different block of indicators.

If some of these hypotheses are not rejected, somethings was wrong in choosing

variables or in model specification.

2.2.5 Model assessment

In the PLS-PM frame, due to the fact that the model does not require distributional

assumptions, the estimates of the parameter variability are obtained empirically by

means of a bootstrap procedure. The validation of the quality of the model can

also be studied by the evaluation of a few indicators that we briefly discuss in the

following.

Taking into account the PLS-PM structure (according to the path diagram), each

part of the model needs to be validated: the measurement model, the structural

model and the total model. For this reason there exist some different measures.

To verify the quality of the measurement model, there exist the following measures:

Communality index measures how much of the MV variability in the q-th block

is explained by its own LV score. This quantity represents the average of the

squared correlation between each MV of the q-th block and the corresponding

latent variable score ξ̂q. It is defined as

Comq =
1

Pq

Pq∑
p=1

cor2(xpq, ξ̂q) =
1

Pq

Pq∑
p=1

λ̂
2

pq, ∀q = 1, . . . , Q. (2.15)

So, a measurement model is good if each MV is well summarized by its own

LV score.

Average Variance Extracted [Fornell & Larcker (1981) [28]] represents the part

of variance of the block explained by the latent variable score ξ̂q. It is defined

as

AVEq =

∑Pq
p=1 λ̂

2
pq∑Pq

p=1 var(xpq)
, q = 1, . . . , Q. (2.16)
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It is important to note that in the case where the manifest variables are

standardized the Communality index coincide with the Average Variance Ex-

tracted for less than the constant 1/Pq.

Average Communality index defined as weighted average of all the Q blocks

specific Communality index, where the weights are equal to the number of

MVs in each block. It is expressed as

Com =

∑
q:Pq>1 PqComq∑

q:Pq>1 Pq
= (2.17)

=

∑
q:Pq>1

∑Pq
p=1 cor2(xpq, ξ̂q)∑
q:Pq>1 Pq

(2.18)

The sum considers only the blocks with a number of manifest variables greater

than 1. This index measures the goodness of the whole measurement model.

The quality of each structural equation can be measured by the evaluation of the

R2 of the fit but this is not sufficient to evaluate the whole structural model since

R2 values only take into account the fit of each regression in the structural model.

New indexes are computed for each endogenous block in addition to the R2 value

in order to evaluate also the measurement model. So, to verify the quality of the

structural model we have:

Redundancy index that measures, for each endogenous LV, the portion of vari-

ability of MVs related to an endogenous LV ξj explained by its latent predic-

tors. It is expressed as

Redj = Comj x R2
j . (2.19)

Average Redundancy represents a global quality measure of the structural model.

It is defined as the average of the redundancies in the model:

Red =
1

J

J∑
j=1

Redq (2.20)

where J is the total number of the endogenous LVs in the model.
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The GoF index is a commonly used because it takes into account the model per-

formance in both the measurement and structural model and thus provide a single

measurement for the overall prediction performance of the model.

Goodness of fit index: proposed by Tenenhaus et al.(2004)[65] represents a global

criterion of goodness of fit. It is defined as the geometric mean of the average

communality index and the average R2 value. It is expressed as:

GoF =
√

Com x R2 (2.21)

where R2 is the R2 average:

R2 =
1

J
R2(ξ̂j, ξ̂q:ξq→ξj). (2.22)

The use GoF index is conceptually more appropriate in the case of reflective

measurement models. In the formative measurement models, the communal-

ity can be calculated and interpreted taking into account that we expect lower

communalities but higher R2 values as compared to reflective models. Ac-

cording to the Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.22) the GoF index con be re-written

as:

GoF =

√√√√∑q:Pq>1

∑Pq
p=1 cor2(xpq, ξ̂q)∑
q:Pq>1 Pq

x

∑J
j=1R

2(ξ̂j, ξ̂q:ξq→ξj)

J
. (2.23)

It is possible to define the relative GoF index (GoFrel) proposed by Tenenhaus

et al.(2004)[65] introducing the normalized version of the average communality

index (T1) and the normalized version of the average R2 index (T2). T1 is

obtained as a sum of the communalities of each block divided by the first

eigenvalue of the block. It is expressed as:

T1 =
1

P

Q∑
q=1

∑Pq
p=1 cor2(xpq, ξ̂q)

λ
(1)
q

(2.24)

because, when the data are mean centered and with unit variance, as in our
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case,
∑Pq

p=1 cor2(xpq, ξ̂q) ≤ λ
(1)
q , where λ

(1)
q is the first eigenvalue obtained by

performing a Principal Component Analysis on the q-th block of MVs.

T2 can be expressed as:

T2 =
1

J

J∑
j=1

R2(ξ̂j, ξ̂q:ξq→ξj)

ρ2j
(2.25)

where ρ2j is the first canonical correlation of the canonical analysis of the ma-

trix Xj containing the MVs associated to the j-th endogenous LV, and Xq

containing the MVs associated to the exogenous LVs explaining ξq.

Relative Goodness of fit index: according to Eq.s (2.21), (2.24) and (2.25), the

relative version of the GoF index can be expressed as:

GoFrel =
√
T1 x T2 = (2.26)

=

√√√√ 1

P

Q∑
q=1

∑Pq
p=1 cor2(xpq, ξ̂q)

λ
(1)
q

x
1

J

∑J
j=1R

2(ξ̂j, ξ̂q:ξq→ξj)

ρ2j

This index is bounded between 0 and 1.

The relative GoF, like the GoF, is a descriptive index, therefore there is no inference-

based threshold to judge the statistical significance of its values. Nevertheless a value

of the relative GoF ≥0.90 is generally considered an excellent value for the model.

2.2.6 Optimizing criteria

PLS-PM is flexible technique that can be applied to many models with a number of

LVs, different path linking them, and different ways assumed to compute both inner

and outer weights. For these reasons, it is impossible to discuss the optimization

of an overall single scalar function suitable for any model. Recently, a stationary

equation for most of the models has been identified which shows that the approach

PLS-PM can be rethought as a generalization of the multivariate analysis. In fol-

lowing we report a brief outline of the PLS-PM optimization criteria.
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Figure 2.5: An example of hierarchical path model with three reflective blocks.

In the case of only two blocksX1 andX2, the PLS-PM algorithm converges to three

different stationary equations Lyttkens, Areskoug & Wold (1975) [49] depending on

the way the outer weights are computed.

• Both the outer weights ω1 and ω2 are calculated with Mode A, therefore

the covariance between the LVs is maximized: PLS-PM converges to the first

component of Inter-battery Analysis, Tucker (1958) [68].

• Both the outer weights ω1 and ω2 are calculated with Mode B, therefore the

correlation between the LVs is maximized: PLS-PM converges to the first

component of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), Hotelling (1936) [37].

• When ω1 is estimated with Mode A and ω2 is calculated with Mode B, the

redundancy of X1 on X2 is maximized: PLS-PM converges to the first com-

ponent of the corresponding Redundancy Analysis, Van de Wollemberg (1977)

[69], D’Ambra & Lauro (1982) [19].

In the Multi-Block case, the following situations can be contemplated:

Hierarchical model : each block Xq is connected to a super-block Xq+1 obtained

by juxtaposing X1, . . . ,Xq see Fig. 2.5 for three reflective blocks. When
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Mode B is adopted for all the blocks, the PLS-PM algorithm, depending on

the inner estimation scheme, converges to the stationary equations of Horst’s

or Carroll’s generalized CCA, Horst (1961) [35], Carroll (1968) [13]. On the

other hand, using Mode A and the path weighting scheme may lead to different

techniques (e.g. the multiple factor analysis). For a complete review on the

multi-block hierarchical case see Tenenhaus et al. (2005) [66].

Confirmatory model : each LV is related to a single block of MVs, and it is

connected to all the LVs linked to the other blocks, see Fig. 2.6. This path

model leads to the stationary equations of Kettenring’s generalized CCA type,

Kettenring (1971) [42], For a complete review on the confirmatory model refer

to Tenenhaus & Hanafi (2009) [63].

Mode B model . When Mode B is used for all the blocks and the centroid scheme

is used for the inner estimation of the LVs, the stationary equation of the

PLS-PM algorithm is given by the Lagrange equation associated with the

optimization criterion, following Glang (1988) [31] and Mathes (1993) [50],∑
q 6=q′

cqq′|cor(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′)| (2.27)

with respect to ||ωq|| = 1.

Moreover, they showed also that, when Mode B is used for all the blocks and

the factorial scheme is used for the inner estimation of the LVs, the stationary

equation of the PLS-PM algorithm is given by the Lagrange equation associ-

ated with the optimization of the criterion∑
q 6=q′

cqq′cor2(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′) (2.28)

with respect to ||ωq|| = 1. Hanafi, Hanafi (2007) [34], proved that Wold’s

iterative procedure is monotonically convergent to these criteria.

New Mode A model : all the outer weights are computed using the new Mode

A estimation process that has been proposed by Tenenhaus and Tenenhaus

(2011) [64] in order to overcame some difficulties connected with the Mode
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Figure 2.6: An example of confirmatory model with four reflective blocks.

A. As a matter of fact, when Mode A is applied to all the blocks, the PLS-

PM algorithm does not seem to optimize any criterion as Krämer (2007) [43]

showed that Wold’s Mode A algorithm is not based on a stationary equation

related to the optimization of a twice differentiable function. However, Tenen-

haus and Tenenhaus (2011) [64], have recently extended the results of Hanafi,

Hanafi (2007) [34], to a slightly adjusted Mode A in which a normalization

constraint is put on outer weights rather than on LV scores. They showed

that, when new Mode A is used in all the blocks and the centroid scheme for

the inner estimation of the LVs, Wold’s procedure monotonically converges to

the criterion

arg max
||ωq ||=1

∑
q 6=q′

cqq′|cov(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′)|. (2.29)

Otherwise, when new Mode A is used for all the blocks and the factorial scheme
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for the inner estimation of the LVs, it converges to the criterion

arg max
||ωq ||=1

∑
q 6=q′

cqq′cov2(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′). (2.30)

General model : when both new Mode A and Mode B are used in the same model

and the centroid scheme is chosen, Wold’s procedure is shown to converge to

the criterion

arg max
||ωq ||=1

∑
q 6=q′

cqq′ |cor(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′)
√

var(Xq′ωq′)
τq′
√

var(Xqωq)τq |. (2.31)

When the factorial scheme is used, it converges to the criterion

arg max
||ωq ||=1

∑
q 6=q′

cqq′cor2(Xqωq,Xq′ωq′) var(Xq′ωq′)
τq′var(Xqωq)

τq (2.32)

In Eq.s (2.31)-(2.32), τq = 1 when the block q is estimated by new Mode A

and τq = 0 when the block q is estimated by Mode B.
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Chapter 3

Non-Metric PLSPM

Partial Least Squares methods are able to handle concepts that cannot be directly

measured. These methods, as we showed in Section 2.2.3, are component-based

techniques where the components are calculated as linear combination of the cor-

responding block of the manifest variables. The two assumptions underlying PLS

models are:

• Each variable is measured on an interval (or ratio) scale;

• Relationships between variables and latent constructs are linear and mono-

tonic.

In many fields (for example marketing applications, social and health sciences, etc..)

the use of categorical data such as person’s gender (male/female), different means

of transport (automobile, bicycle and bus), etc., is widespread.

These types of data could not be directly handled by PLSPM because they are not

based on a metric. Sometimes, a simple way to overcome this problem, implemented

by many software, is to replace each non-metric variable by the corresponding indi-

cator matrix, i. e. using a complete disjunctive coding with the idea of considering

the categories as if they were variables in themselves. This method is not a good

solution because:

• in a PLS analysis the weights, quantities that measures the intensity of the re-

lationship between the original variables and the latent variable, are calculated

65
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for each variable. So in this case the weights are obtained for each dummy

variable without having a global weight value for the entire variable. This

means that the weight of each variable measure the impact of each individual

category on the latent variable.

• the binary coding increases the size of the data matrix and this fact could

generate sparse matrix.

• the weight of a dummy variable representing a category mainly associated with

central values of the corresponding LC scores distribution is systematically

underestimated.

In order to take into account these kind of data, often the categories of non-metric

variables are arbitrarily quantified and then used as numerical indicators.

An interesting possibility to address this issue has been recently offered by a new

procedure called Non-Metric Partial Least Squares Path Modeling (NM-PLSPM),

Russolillo (2012) [56], which is based on the implementation of the optimal scaling

method applied to PLS algorithms. The NM-PLSPM is able to quantify non-metric

variables to allow us the analysis of non-metric variables together with variables

measured at a higher scale level and also to take consideration of standard statis-

tical indexes. The optimal scaling is a scaling technique which can be formulated

according to the following criterion informed by Young (1981) [71]: “Optimal scaling

is a data analysis technique which assigns numerical values to observation categories

in a way which maximizes the relation between the observations and the data anal-

ysis model while respecting the measurement character of the data”. The resulting

scaling obtained adopting the optimal scaling criterion must be suitable because it

must respect the constraint that has to be preserved among the properties of the

original measurement scale and it is optimal as it optimizes the analysis in which it

is involved.

NM-PLS extends the applicability of PLS methods to data measured on different

measurement scales, as well as to variables linked by non-linear relationships. A

distinctive feature of these algorithms is that they provide a new metric both to

non-metric and to metric variables.
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3.1 Measurement scales

One of the main features of the available data is the scale of measurement; that is

how variables are measured. According to Stevens (1946) [61] there are four different

scales of measurement: interval, ratio, nominal and ordinal scales. Following Rus-

solillo (2012) [56], the four different measurement scales are grouped in two classes:

metric and non-metric.

Metric variables : variables observed on interval or ratio scales. These variables

have a unit of measurement, they have metric structures and then it is possible

to calculate the distance among elements.

• Interval scale: Contains categories in which the actual distances, or in-

tervals, between categories can be compared. Differences between num-

bers anywhere on the scale are the same. For example, we can say that the

difference between ages 20 and 25 is the same as the difference between

ages 50 and 55.

• Ratio scale: Like the interval scale variable, however it has a non-

arbitrary zero value. The zero point represents the absence of the prop-

erty being measured. This property implies that equalities between ratios

can be assessed. An example of a ratio scale is the amount of money you

have in your pocket right now (25 cents, 55 cents, etc.). Money is mea-

sured on a ratio scale because, in addition to having the properties of

an interval scale, it has a true zero point: if you have zero money, this

implies the absence of money.

Non-Metric variables : variables observed on nominal or ordinal scales.

• Nominal scale: each number (or names) defines a particular group of

units where the categories cannot be ranked. For example, gender is a

categorical variable having two categories (male and female) and there is

no intrinsic ordering to the categories; the hair color is also a categorical
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variable having a number of categories (blonde, brown, brunette, red,

etc.) and again, there is no agreed way to order these from highest to

lowest.

• Ordinal scale: numbers (or names) can be ranked, such as low, medium

and high. Examples are favorite type of music (classical, country, folk,

jazz, rock), and favorite place to shop (local mall, local downtown, Inter-

net, other).

3.1.1 The NM-PLSPM algorithm

The name Non-Metric comes from the capability of these models to provide opti-

mally scaled data (x̂) with a new metric structure, which does not depend on the

metric properties of the raw data (x∗). In other words, NM-PLS methods yield

a metric to non-metric data, and a new metric to metric data, linearizing the re-

lations between variables and latent constructs, as required by the hypotheses of

standard PLS models. The NM-PLS algorithms optimize criteria under two sets of

parameters: the model parameters and the scaling parameters constrained to the

restrictions due to the scaling level chosen for each raw variable x∗.

In the NM-PLS framework the quantifications are not determined by an external

criterion but are obtained by the optimal quantifications method with respect to a

latent construct called Latent Criterion (LC) which is represented by an unknown

vector (centered by construction), for which we use the generic symbol γx∗ . For the

NM-PLS, three levels of scaling are adopted according to measurement scale of the

variables: nominal, ordinal and polynomial (or functional).

A scaling (numeric) value, Russolillo (2012) [56], is assigned to each of the K cate-

gories (or distinct values) φk (k = 1, . . . , K) of x∗, such that:

• it is coherent with the chosen scaling level;

• it optimizes the model criterion.

In this way, each raw variable x∗ is transformed as x̂ ∝ X̃φ where φ′ = (φ1, . . . , φK)

is the vector of optimal scaling parameters. The matrices X̃ are the indicator ma-

trices of the different categories of variables and they define a space in which the
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constraints imposed by the scaling level are respected. For example, at nominal

scale level grouping property is preserved while ordinal scale level preserves group-

ing and order properties. The symbol ∝ means that the left side of the equation

corresponds to the right side normalized to unitary variance. The raw data x∗ are

transformed by different real functions (scaling functions) Q(x∗φ, γx∗), one for each

scaling level, which generate the optimal scaled value x̂ for each observation. The

scaling functions Q optimize the criterion

arg max
φ

cor2
(
X̃φ,γx∗

)
(3.1)

under the constraints chosen for the x∗.

The geometric representation of the scaled variable x̂, normalized to unitary vari-

ance, can be obtained projecting γx∗ on the space defined by the columns of X̃.

In (new) Mode A PLS-PM, there is one relevant LC for each block of manifest vari-

ables Xq, i.e. the corresponding inner estimate zq =
∑

q′ cqq′eqq′X̃q′ωq′ . All the LCs

are then expressed using the generic notation γ = f(ωq). In Sec.2.2.3 we discussed

the standard PLSPM algorithm. In this section we will discuss the Non-Metric

PLSPM algorithm which is an extension of PLSPM to non metric data. Non-Metric

PLS-PM loop differs from the standard PLS-PM loop because the iterative proce-

dure contains a new stage called “quantification” phase. Another difference is that

it starts by initializing the inner estimate of each LV to obtain a first scaling of the

MVs. Then the algorithm go on like the standard PLSPM, see Fig. 3.1 and Tab.

3.1.

In the quantification stage each raw MV x∗pq is maximally correlated to the corre-

sponding LV inner estimate νq. Each level of scaling has a corresponding ad hoc

scaling function Q, which is the projection operator of the LC in a suitable geomet-

rical space spanned by X̃-columns. While nominal and ordinal scaling involve the

quantification of numerals (i.e. numeric labels with no quantitative meaning), poly-

nomial scaling exclusively addresses non-linearity, as it involves the transformation

of a metric raw variable.

Nominal scaling if a raw MV is analysing at a nominal scale level, a variable is
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quantified as the orthogonal projection of the LC γx∗ linked to x∗ on the space

spanned by the columns of the indicator matrix X̃n(“n” is for nominal scaling)

generated by the K categories of x∗. The quantification function is:

Q(X̃n,γx∗) = X̃n(X̃n′X̃n)−1X̃n′γx∗ (3.2)

In according to the grouping constraint, for each pair of observations i and i′,

(x∗i ∼ x∗i′)⇒ (x̂i = x̂i′) (3.3)

where the symbol ∼ indicates membership in the same category. The scaling

function Q(X̃n,γx∗) maximizes the Eq. (3.1). The resulting scaling values for

the different x∗ are the least square regression coefficients of X̃n on γx∗ which

correspond to the average of γx∗ conditioned to x∗ categories. The scaled

variable contains the LC values predicted by the regression of γx∗on X̃n.

Note that the outer weights of a variable is a function of its correlation with

the corresponding LC:

ωq ∝ cor(γx∗, x̂) = ηγx∗|x∗ (3.4)

where ηγx∗|x∗ is the Pearson’s correlation ratio which represent, through a

linear correlation, the relationship between γx∗ and x∗.

Ordinal scaling when a raw MV is analysing at a ordinal scale level, the quantifi-

cation function is

Q(X̃o,γx∗) = X̃o(X̃o′X̃o)−1X̃o′γx∗ (3.5)

where X̃o (“o” is for ordinal scaling) is constructed according to the Kruskals

secondary least squares monotonic transformation of x∗, Kruskal (1964) [45].

The ordering group constraint, for each pair of observations i and i′,

(x∗i ∼ x∗i′)⇒ (x̂i = x̂i′) and (x∗i ≺ x∗i′)⇒ (x̂i ≤ x̂i′) (3.6)

where the symbol ≺ indicates empirical order, is preserved in the optimal
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scaling values which are contained in the vector of the regression coefficient

(X̃o′X̃o)−1X̃o′γx∗ . In this case the interpretation of the outer weights is the

following:

ωq ∝ cor(γ∗x, x̂) =


√

1− STRESS2
(γ∗x,x

∗) if cor(γ∗x, x̂) ≥ 0

−
√

1− STRESS2
(γ∗x,x

∗) if cor(γ∗x, x̂) < 0
(3.7)

The STRESS index is bounded between 0 and 1 and it measures the deviation

of the relationship between x∗ and γ∗x from the assumption of monotonicity.

The type of monotonic transformation influences the sign of the cor(γ∗x, x̂):

• if cor(γ∗x, x̂) = 1 there is a perfect increasing monotonic relationship

between γ∗x and x∗;

• if cor(γ∗x, x̂) = −1 there is a perfect decreasing monotonic relationship

between γ∗x and x∗.

Polynomial scaling can be adopted when there is an advance knowledge of the

degree D of the polynomial relationship between a raw numerical variable and

the LC. The quantification matrix is

Q(X̃p,γ∗x) = X̃p(X̃p′X̃o)−1X̃p′γ∗x (3.8)

where, according to Young (1981) [71], optimal parameters for the polyno-

mial transformation are found by projecting γ∗x on the space spanned by the

columns of the matrix X̃p (“p” is for polynomial) which is built with one row

for each observation and with D + 1 columns, each column being an integer

power of the vector x∗. The special case in which the results obtained with the

NM-PLS methods are the same as obtained with the standard PLS methods

(applied to standardized data) is when we assume that D = 1, i. e. the raw

variable and the LC are linked by a linear relationship.

It is important to note that the quantification function (3.2), 3.5 and (3.8) cannot be

directly applied to raw variables because the LC is unknown by definition. This is the

reason why model and scaling parameters are alternately estimate in a modified PLS
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loop with an added quantification phase. Non-Metric PLSPM algorithm maximizes

the criterion alternating:

• a quantification phase: scaling parameters are estimated for given model pa-

rameters and raw variables, in other words the criterion is optimized with

respect to X̂q keeping ωq fixed.

• classical PLS-PM loops: the model parameters are estimated for given scaling

parameters, that is the criterion is optimized with respect to ωq keeping X̂q

fixed.

Once we get the quantified variables, the standard PLS loop starts: the LVs are

first estimated in the outer estimation process, and then re-estimated in the inner

estimation process. After obtaining new inner estimates of the LVs, another itera-

tion starts with a new quantification of the MVs, and the algorithm goes on until

convergence.

3.1.2 Optimizing Criteria

In the case of Non-Metric PLS-PM framework as well as in the PLS-PM as seen in

Section 2.2.6, it is impossible to discuss the optimization of an overall single scalar

function.

The NM-PLSPM approach is based on the concept of optimal scaling which considers

all the observations as categorical representing them by a scaling parameter φpq

which is subject to constraints induced by the characteristics of the original variables.

As shown by Russolillo (2012) [56], the NM-PLSPM approach, when New Mode A

is used, optimizes the following criterion:

arg max
∀ωq ,φpq

∑
q

cqq′g
(

cov(X̂qωq, X̂q′ωq′)
)

s.t ||ωq|| =
√
n, ||x̂pq|| =

√
n (3.9)

where g(·) is the square function if the factorial scheme is used, and the absolute

value function if the centroid scheme is used. This criterion requires two sets of

parameters to be optimized: the model parameters and the scaling parameters.

The algorithm alternately optimizes the criterion (3.9) with respect to each subset,
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Table 3.1: Non-Metric PLS Path Modeling algorithm

Input: X = [X1, . . . ,Xq, . . . ,XQ], i. e. Q blocks of centred manifest variables
Initialize: the inner weights, i. e. zq = 1 and s = 0

Step 1: Iterative algorithm
1: s=s+1
2: for all q = 1, . . . , Q do
3: Quantification phase:

3.1: the raw MV x̂ is calculated: x̂ = Q(z
(s)
q ,x

∗(s)
pq )

3.2: the matrix X̂ of the scaled MV is built: X̂(s) = [x̂
(s)
1 , . . . . . . , x̂

(s)
Pq

]

4: Calculate the outer estimation νq of the LVs: ν
(s)
q ∝

∑Pq
p=1 ω

(s)
pq x̂pq

5: Updating of the inner weights e
(s)
q′q choosing among these schemes:

Centroid: e
(s)
qq′ = sign[cor(ν

(s)
q ,ν

(s)
q′ )]

Factorial: e
(s)
qq′ = cor(ν

(s)
q ,ν

(s)
q′ )

Path weighting: multiple regression coefficients or correlations.

6: Calculate the inner estimation z
(s)
q of the LVs: zq ∝

∑Q′

q′=1 cqq′e
(s)
qq′ν

(s)
q′

7: Updating of the outer weights ωq choosing between:

Mode A: ω
(s+1)
q = (1/N)X̂

′
qz

(s)
q

Mode B: ω
(s+1)
q =

(
X̂
′
qX̂q

)−1
X̂
′
qz

(s)
q

8: end for
9: Stages 1-7 are repeated until convergence of the outer weights is achieved

i. e. until: max |ω(s+1)
pq − ω

(s)
pq | < 10−5

Output Step 1: the outer weights ωq e X̂ = [X̂1, . . . . . . , X̂Q]

Step 2: Computation
Upon convergence

10: Computation of the LV scores: ξ̂q =
∑Pq

p=1 ωpqx̂pq ∝ X̂qωq

11: Computation of the Path Coefficients: βj =
(
Ξ̂
′
→j Ξ̂→j

)−1
Ξ̂
′
→j ξ̂j

12: Computation of the loadings: λ̂pq = cor
(
x̂pq, ξ̂q

)
.

Output Step 2: the LV scores ξ̂q, the path coefficients βj and the loadings λ̂pq.
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Figure 3.1: Iterative procedure

keeping the other one fixed. In fact, keeping fixed PLS parameters ωq, the optimal

solution for φpq was given by the quantification function Q(X̃pq, zq) which orthog-

onally projects zq on the space spanned by X̃pq.

In order to extend the results obtained by Russolillo (2012) [56] to Mode B and to

whatever combination of the modes and schemes, the following optimization problem

must be solved:

arg max
∀ωq

∑
q

cqq′g
(

cov(X̂qωq, X̂q′ωq′)
)
s.t ||X̂qωq|| =

√
n, ||x̂pq|| =

√
n. (3.10)
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Tenenhaus and Tenenhaus (2011) [64] showed that this criterion can be written as:

arg max
∀ωq ,φpq

∑
q

cor(X̂qωq, zq). (3.11)

Russolillo (2013) [57] has very recently demonstrated that the NM-PLSPM algo-

rithm can be used to maximize this criterion. They showed that for fixed scaling

parameters, the optimization problem in Eq. (3.11) can be solved with respect to

ωq by using the usual PLS-PM iteration; while in order to optimize the problem

with respect to φpq, keeping fixed the PLS parameters ωq, they propose a backfitting

procedure, see Breiman and Friedman (1985) [9] and De Leeuw et al. (19875) [20].

The solution of the criterion Eq. (3.11) is then obtained by alternating a standard

PLS iterative loop, a back fitting step and a quantification step. At each step the

value of the Eq. (3.11) increases, therefore the algorithm is expected to converge to

a maximum.

The plspm R-package has recently been updated to account for the Non-Metric anal-

ysis; the improved version contains also the possibility to choose between Mode A

or Mode B.

3.2 Extension to binary endogenous latent vari-

ables

The basic objective of a statistical model is to find a mathematical representation

of the relationship between the response variable and a set of explanatory variables,

along with a measurement of the uncertainty inherent in any relationship.

The use of binary data is necessary when for each unit observed the response vari-

able is dichotomous (when the encoding is present-absent, success-failure, working-

broken, dead-alive, and so on). In the case of binary data, it is important to study,

as a function of the explanatory variable, both the probability that the response

variable assumes a modality rather than another, and the total number of units

(proportion, relative frequency) that have a given value of the response variable.

In this thesis the binary model will be adopted in the case of latent variables mea-
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sured through only one manifest variable which is of binary type. Therefore, in order

to implement the logistic regression for the computation of the path coefficients the

inner structure of the Non-Metric PLS-PM will be slightly modified as described in

the following Sect. 3.2.4.

In the following, we discuss the logistic regression for binary data and we introduce

the ROC curve as a measurement of the quality of the classification obtained by the

logistic regression. Together with the ROC curve, we will also discuss the indicator

Area under the curve-AUC and the Pseudo-R2’s.

The logistic model belongs to the Generalized Linear Models (GLM) that constitutes

a large class of models including the multiple linear regression model as a special

case. In these models, as well as in the classical linear model, the expected value of

the response variable depends on a linear combination of the explanatory variables.

What distinguishes them from classical linear model is that the response variable

may be continuous, discrete quantitative but also qualitative nominal or ordinal.

In this context, it is also possible to drop the assumption about the homoscedasticity

of the response variable.

The individual models (linear regression, logit, probit, loglinear, survival, etc..) have

been introduced to study real-life situations whenever the classical linear regression

model is not adequate. Only in the early 70s, Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) [52],

underlining the contact parts among the models, proposed that they could be gath-

ered in a single class. In Appendix A.2 for the sake of completeness, a brief descrip-

tion of the GLM is given.

3.2.1 Logistic Regression

Consider the binary random variables yi, describing the occurrence of independent

events and denote by yi = {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n the corresponding realizations; more-

over, it is assumed that the vectors xi = (xi0, xi1, . . . , xip)
T , i = 1, . . . , n represent

the assumed values of (p + 1) random variables. It is supposed in correspondence

of the generic i-th statistical unit that yi is distributed according to a Bernoulli

distribution, with parameters pi:

f(yi; pi) = pi
yi(1− pi)1−yi , (3.12)
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where pi indicates the success probability pi = Pr(Yi = 1) = E(Yi) = µi, while the

failure probability 1− pi is given by Pr(Yi = 0) = 1− pi.
The mean and variance of the response variable Y are, respectively, equal to:

E(Yi) = Pr(Yi = 1) = pi, var(Yi) = pi(1− pi). (3.13)

The covariate vector xi influences the response variable through a linear predictor

which is defined by ηi = xTi β, where β ∈ B ⊂ IRp+1, B is the set of admissible

parameters.

It is important to note that the function (3.12) represents an element of the simple

exponential family, see Appendix A.1 because the density function of the exponential

family Eq.(A.4) can be rewritten as f(yi; θi) when the canonical parameters θi are

defined as

θi = log

(
pi

1− pi

)
= log

(
µi

1− µi

)
. (3.14)

In fact:

f(yi; θi) = pi
yi(1− pi)1−yi

= exp

{
log(1− pi) + yi log

(
pi

1− pi

)}
= exp

{
yi log

(
pi

1− pi

)
− log

(
1

1− pi

)}
= exp {yiθi − log[1 + exp(θi)]} (3.15)

where the functions a(·), b(·) and c(·) are defined through the following relations

a(φ) = φ = 1, b(θi) = log[1 + exp(θi)], c(yi, φ) = 0. (3.16)

The function that connects θi to µi in the Eq. (3.14) is also called link logit function,

that is logit(p) ≡ log
(

p
1−p

)
con p ∈ (0, 1). The logit model is defined by taking the

canonical parameter θi equal to the linear predictor ηi:

logit(pi) = logit(Pr(Y = 1)) = log

[
pi

1− pi

]
= xTi β = ηi, (3.17)
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Figure 3.2: The logit and the logistic function. The linearization of the curves is
shown.

where the quantity pi
1−pi is called odds of the event, while the logarithm of the odds

of success is called logit of the success probability. To every value of p in the interval

(0, 1) corresponds a value of logit(p) in the interval (−∞,∞). The logit(p) is a

sigmoid curve that is symmetric with respect to p = 0.5 and it is approximately

linear for p in the range (0.2, 0.8), while outside this range has a significantly non-

linear trend, see Fig.3.2.

The inverse of the logit function Eq. (3.17) is called logistic function:

logistic(η) =
eη

1 + eη
(3.18)

and therefore

pi = Pr(Yi = 1) =
ex

T
i β

1 + ex
T
i β

=
1

1 + e−x
T
i β
. (3.19)

Calling π1 the probability of an event E1 (e. g. a man chosen at random has a

given disease) then the ratio π1
1−π1 is the odds of the occurrence of this event (e. g.
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the ratio between the probability have a disease and the probability to not have a

disease). If we consider π2 be the probability of another event E2 (e. g. a woman

chosen at random has the same disease), then we introduce the odds ratio (OR)

OR =
π1

1−π1
π2

1−π2

and the log-odds ratio (log-OR)

log −OR = log

(
π1

1−π1
π2

1−π2

)
= logit(π1)− logit(π2).

If the odds ratio is equal to 1, the odds of the event are the same in the two groups

(men and women), and then the occurrence of the event is independent of the ex-

planatory variable that distinguishes the two groups. Therefore, the logs-odds ratio

is a measure of the difference between the odds, interpretable in terms of comparison

between the probability π1 and π2. Note that the odds may be greater than 1.

The log-odds ratio is generally used instead of the odds ratio because the estimator

of the OR is strongly asymmetric with a distribution in [0,∞) while the estimator of

the log-OR is in (−∞,∞) and its distribution is asymptotically normal, for sample

sizes smaller than those required for the asymptotic distribution of the OR.

The logistic regression model, for a binary response variable Y with a single ex-

planatory variable X has the form

logit[π(x)] = log

(
π(x)

1− π(x)

)
= β0 + β1x (3.20)

The interpretation of the logistic regression coefficient β1 can be given in terms of

odds ratio in this way. When x is continuos variable, increasing its value of one-unit

x∗ → x∗ + 1 we get

logit(π̃) = β0 + β1(x
∗ + 1) (3.21)
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that can be written in this way,

π̃

1− π̃
= eβ0+β1(x

∗+1) = eβ0+β1x
∗
eβ1 =

π

1− π
eβ1 (3.22)

therefore eβ1 represents the factor that multiplies the odds when the variable x is

increased of one-unit. Another way to say the same thing is that eβ1 is the odds

ratio for one-unit increase for the variable x. In multiple logistic regression analysis

is usual to quote the odds ratio for each variable in decreasing order to underline the

relative importance of the contribution of each explanatory variables in the model.

It is worth to note that this result does not depend on the value of x∗. So for an

increase equals to c corresponds to an increase in the logarithm of odds ratio of β1c

or or equivalently, a multiplicative increase in the odds of the probability equal to

exp(β1c). The coefficients β0 represents a basic level of the odds of the occurrence

of an event, regardless of the values and the modalities of the explanatory variables

(called background odds).

The logistic regression is widely adopted in many contexts. It is often used to

represent those phenomena of growth and development that find in the system a

brake to an unlimited growth, due to constraints which are proportional to the same

growth. For these reasons, it is adopted for the dynamics of living populations (e.g.

demographic development), the effects of a bacterial infection, the penetration of

pollutants, the diffusion of new technologies and so on. The models based on the

logistic transformation are particularly appropriate for the analysis of data collected

in a retrospective manner (as in the epidemiology field in the case-control studies 1

with a fixed total number of observations for both values of the response variable:

case (Y = 1) or control (Y = 0).

Moreover it is extensively adopted in engineering (probability of failure of a process

or product, in marketing, customer’s propensity to purchase a product), etc. It is

worth to note that besides the practical interpretation in terms of the logarithm

of the odds of success, the logistic transformation has the theoretical advantage to

identify a canonical link and therefore a sufficient statistic for β.

To prove this statement, consider the likelihood function for the logistic model

1 The terms of case-control, in epidemiology field, have different meanings based on the occurrence

of an event or exposure to a risk factor (cohort study).
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Eq. (A.9) specified for the case of the Bernoulli distribution:

L (y,p) =
n∏
i=1

pyii (1− pi)1−yi (3.23)

where pi is obtained using the Eq. (3.17)

E(Yi) = pi = Pr(Yi = 1) =
exp(ηi)

1 + exp(ηi)
=

exp(xi
Tβ)

1 + exp(xiTβ)
. (3.24)

Substituting the expression Eq. (3.24) in Eq. (3.23)

L (y,p) =
n∏
i=1

[
exp(xTi β)

1 + exp(xTi β)

]yi [
1− exp(xTi β)

1 + exp(xTi β)

]1−yi
=

n∏
i=1

{
exp(xTi βyi)

[1 + exp(xTi β)]yi
1

[1 + exp(xTi β)]1−yi

}
=

exp(
∑n

i=1 x
T
i βyi)∏n

i=1[1 + exp(xTi β)]
(3.25)

and, defining tj =
∑n

i=1 x
T
i yi the likelihood function becomes

L (y,p) =
exp(

∑p
j=0 βjtj)∏n

i=1[1 + exp(xTi β)]

=
exp(tTβ)∏n

i=1[1 + exp(xTi β)]
. (3.26)

Applying the criterion of Neyman factorization it can be seen that the components

of the vector t form a set of jointly sufficient statistics for the vector β.

We will now introduce a general method for simultaneous inferences. In this case

it is an asymptotic method, whose sampling properties are valid for samples of

sufficiently large size. This method is based on the natural logarithm of likelihood

function Eq. (3.26)

l(β|t) =

p∑
j=0

tjβj −
n∑
i=1

log[1 + exp(xTi β)] (3.27)
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This equation depends only on the sufficient statistics.

In inferential procedures based on the maximum likelihood it is necessary to deter-

mine the first and second derivatives of L(β|t), in our case we have:

∂l(β|t)
∂βj

= tj −
n∑
i=1

xij exp(xTi β)

1 + exp(xTi β)
, j = 0, . . . , p (3.28)

∂2l(β|t)
∂βu∂βν

= −
n∑
i=1

xiuxiν exp(xTi β)

[1 + exp(xTi β)]2
, u, ν = 0, . . . , p. (3.29)

Note that the second derivatives are no longer dependent variables on the tj. Then

we calculate the information matrix of the parameters β, whose generic term is

defined Fu,ν(β) = E
{
−∂2l(β|t)

∂βu∂βν
|β
}
, u, ν = 0, . . . , p. In our case the information

matrix will be defined by the following expression

F(β) =
n∑
i=1

exp(xTi β)

[1 + exp(xTi β)]2
xix

T
i

= XTWX, (3.30)

where W = diag
{
∂h(ηi)
∂ηi

}
.

The maximum likelihood estimators for the Logistic Model

In the following discussion we will determine the estimators for the logistic model.

Under some regularity conditions, the maximum point of this function is the solution

of the system of nonlinear equations.

∂l(β|t)

∂βj
= 0 j = 0, . . . , p. (3.31)

A well-known theorem on the uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimators in

the presence of sufficient statistics, states that the solution to Eq. (3.31), if it exists,

is unique. The system Eq. (3.31) can be re-written:

tj −
n∑
i=1

xis exp(xTi β)

1 + exp(xTi β)
= 0, s = 0, . . . , p (3.32)
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remembering that pi =
exp(xTi β)

1+exp(xTi β)
we get

tj −
∑
i

xijpi = 0

n∑
i=1

xijyi =
n∑
i=1

xijpi, j = 0, . . . , p. (3.33)

Defining with β̂(t) the system solution Eq. (3.32) in terms of β, and with β̂(T) the

some solution seen as random variable in function of t. In the theory of maximum

likelihood estimation is demonstrated that

β̂
a∼MVNp+1(β, I

−1(β)), (3.34)

For sufficiently numerous samples we can approximate the sampling distribution of

β̂(T) thought a multinormal distribution MVNp+1(β, I
−1(β)) whose mean vector

is provided by the maximum likelihood estimate of β and whose dispersion matrix

is given by the inverse of the information matrix Eq. (3.30) of the maximum likeli-

hood estimate calculated in the defined point. On the basis of literature, it can be

stated that the maximum likelihood estimators are consistent and asymptotically

efficient. It is possible to construct confidence regions, asymptotically optimal, for

the parameters β̂ using the asymptotic multinormality estimators in question.

3.2.2 Descriptive measures of fit

In ordinary linear regression, the primary measure of the fit quality is the value of R2,

which is an indicator of the percentage of variance related to the dependent variable

explained by the model. The R2 index is only appropriate for linear regression,

with continuous dependent variables. It would be useful to have a similar index for

logistic regression. To get around this problem, a number of so-called ‘Pseudo-R2’

indicators have been developed by taking different conceptual approaches regarding

the meaning to be given to the pseudo-R2 for logistic regression models.

The most common pseudo-R2s are:

• Cox and Snell’s Pseudo-R2: it is based on the evaluation of the proportion of
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unexplained variance that is reduced by adding k variables to thenull or empty

model i.e. with constant term alone, where lnull is the log-likelihood for the

empty model, and lk is the log-likelihood for the model with k explanatory

variables and n is number of cases:

R2 = 1−
[
lnull
lk

] 2
n

. (3.35)

The major problem with this measure is that

Max R2 = 1− [lnull]
2
n < 1

making it difficult to be interpreted.

• Nagelkerkes Pseudo−R2 (called also adjusted Pseudo−R2): it is a modified

version of Cox and Snell’s pseudo-R2 that varies from 0 to 1. Nagelkerke’s

pseudo-R2 divides Cox and Snell’s Pseudo-R2 by its maximum value:

R2 =
1−

[
lnull
lk

] 2
n

1− [lnull]
2
n

. (3.36)

Therefore Nagelkerke’s pseudo-R2 value will normally be higher than the Cox

and Snell’s one.

• Likelihood ratio tests: is defined as

D = −2 · ln
[

likelihood of the fitted model

likelihood of the saturated model

]
(3.37)

where D is deviance of the model. This quantity plays the same role that

the residual sum of squares in linear regression. Large values suggest that the

independent variables are helpful in predicting the response. In Eq. (3.37) the

numerator is the value of the likelihood when the parameters are set equal to

maximum likelihood estimates. It summarize the extent to which the sample

data are fitted by this model (generally called fitted or current model). The

denominator is the likelihood of the reference model that is the saturated or full
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model i.e. the one for which the fitted values coincide with the all observations.

It has a number of parameters equal to the number of observations. In the

case of binary regression the denominator is equal to one.

3.2.3 Model validation: the ROC curve

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graphs are useful for organizing classifiers

and visualizing their performance. It is a technique for visualizing, organizing and

selecting classifiers based on their performance. A very common technique for the

validation of a logistic regression model is to use a classification table obtained by

crossing the classification of the response variable with a dichotomous variable whose

values are derived from the probabilities estimated by the model. The dichotomous

variables are obtained by defining a threshold and comparing the estimated probabil-

ities with this threshold which is often 0.5. If the probabilities exceed this threshold

the derived variable is classified 1, otherwise 0.

In this approach, the estimated probabilities are used to classify the units inside

a group. It is implicitly assumed that if the model accurately predicts the group

membership according to some criterion, then it is possible to say that the model

estimates the data well. Unfortunately, it is very easy to construct theoretical sit-

uations in which the logistic regression model is the correct model, but the classi-

fication is bad, Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) [36]. The goodness of classification

is to be considered a complementary criterion with respect to the general goodness

of the estimate; the aim is to verify whether the distances between the observed

and estimated values are systematic or are in the range of natural variation of the

model. The ROC graph is a two dimension graph that allows one to view and select

the quality of classification models. This graph has long been used in the frame

of signal detection theory during the Second World War, and today this technique

is commonly adopted in the medical field, in the theory of decisions, in machine

learning, data mining, etc.. Fawcett (2006) [26]. Formally, we consider that each

unit corresponds to an observed value of the response variable in the observed set

{p,n} (class {positive, negative} or {1,0}). A classification model (or classifier) is a

mapping from units to predicted classes {p̂, n̂}. Some classification models produce

a continuous output (e.g., an estimate of an unit’s class membership probability) to
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which different threshold values may be applied to predict class membership.

Given an unit and a classifier, there are four possibilities:

1. the unit is positive and is classified as positive, then it is considered a true

positive, TP;

2. the unit is positive and is classified as negative, then it is considered a false

negative, FP;

3. the unit is negative and is classified as negative, then it is considered a true

negative, FN;

4. the unit is negative and is classified as positive, then it is considered a false

positive, TN.

It is possible to construct a Cross Table (or Confusion Matrix) that has for elements

TP, FP,FN and TN, see Fig.3.2.

According to this matrix, is it possible to estimate some important index like the

true positive rate (TP-rate, TPr) called also either recall or sensitivity, the false

positivity rate (FP-rate, FPr) and the specificity:

Sensitivity = TPr ≈ positive case accurately classified

total positive case
=
TP

P
= recall

FPr ≈ case negative inaccurately classified

total negative case
=
FP

N

Specificity = 1− FPr =
true negative

false positive + true positive
=

TN

FP + TN

and also:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
= positive predicted value

Accurancy =
TP + TN

P +N

Measure F =
2

1
precision

+ 1
sensibility
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Observed Class
p n

p̂ True positive False positive
(TP) (FP)

Estimated Class
n̂ False negative True negative

(FN) (TN)

Total P N

Table 3.2: Confusion Matrix where P = TP + FN and N = FP + TN .

Figure 3.3: A simple ROC graph showing five discrete classifiers.
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A ROC curve is a two-dimensional graph where the x-axis shows the false positive

rates and the y-axis the true positive rates. A ROC graph depicts the relative trade-

offs between benefits (true positives) and costs (false positives). Fig. 3.3 shows a

ROC graph with five classifiers labeled A through E. The point (0,0) is the strategy

of never producing a positive classification, therefore there is neither an error of

false positive nor a gain of true positivity. The opposite strategy to produce more

positive classifications corresponds to the point (1,1). The point D = (0,1) corre-

sponds to a perfect classification. A point in a ROC graph is better than another

if it is in the north-east (TPr is higher, FPr is lower) of the first. The classifiers

that are positioned on the left side of the graph near the x-axis can be considered

“conservative” because they do positive classifications only if there is large evidence;

thereby committing a few false positive errors at the price of a low rate of true pos-

itivity. Classifiers on the top right of the graph can be considered “liberal” because

they produce positive classifications with weak evidence, then they classify nearly

all positives correctly, but often they have a high rate of false-positive, see Fig. 3.3.

The point A is more conservative than B. The diagonal line y = x is the strategy

of random selection of the class. For example, if we have a random classifier that

estimates the class positive in 70 % of the cases it is expected to get 70 % of the

positive correct but also the false-positive rate would be 70 %, producing the point

C = (0.7, 0.7), see Fig. 3.3. So a random classifier will produce a point that moves

back and forth on the diagonal, depending on the frequency with which it estimates

the positive class.

To move from the diagonal, the classifier must exploit some information contained

in the data. Note that any classifier which corresponds to points in the triangle

below the diagonal develops a classifier quality worse than random selection, so

this triangular area is usually empty in ROC graphs. In this case, we can consider

the negated of a classifier, i.e. a classifier in which the classification decisions are

swapped, so classifications of true positive and false negative errors become vice

versa. Each classifier that produces a point in the triangle at the bottom may be

negated to produce a point above the diagonal. In Fig. 3.3 point E is a classifier

worse than random which corresponds to the negation of A.
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Figure 3.4: Illustrative graph of sensitivity and specificity vs. the threshold.

In order to use the classification tables for judging the goodness of a prediction model

it is necessary to set a threshold: for each threshold we have a different classification

table. If we plot in a graph the values of sensitivity and specificity as a function

of the threshold value (the threshold values often are called cutpoints) we obtain,

in general, curves such as those shown in Fig. 3.4. Since the goal is to choose an

optimum threshold for classification purposes, we might choose the threshold that

maximizes both sensitivity and specificity, and therefore, in the case shown in the

figure, the optimal threshold would be that corresponding to the point of intersec-

tion between the two curves (about 0.2).

The ROC Curve is a different graphic representation obtained plotting the sensi-

tivity, namely the rate of positive events correctly classified (TPr), as a function of

the complement to 1 of the specificity that corresponds to the rate of false positives

(FPr) (i. e. FPr = 1-specificity) for each threshold value. For example, the data

previously shown in Fig. 3.4 produce the ROC curve in Fig. 3.5 where it is also

shown the point corresponding to the optimal threshold.

A ROC curve is a two-dimensional description of the quality of discrimination of

a classifier. In order to compare different classifiers it is necessary to synthesize
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Figure 3.5: ROC curve.

the information contained in the ROC curve using a single value that represents

quantitatively the expected performance of the classifier. A very common method

is to calculate the Area Under the ROC curve, quantity commonly called AUC,

area under curve, which is a measurement of the quality of discrimination of the

estimation model. As AUC is a portion of an area of unit value, its value is between

[0, 1], however, because a random choice lies on the diagonal line, no realistic clas-

sifier should have a value of less than 0.5 AUC because if the value of AUC is equal

to 0.5, the estimation model could not discriminate and it would correspond to a

model of random choice. Increasing the AUC value also increases the discrimination

ability of the model, and a value between [0.7, 0.8] is considered acceptable, while a

value between [0.8, 0.9] is considered excellent.

In practice it is extremely unusual to obtain AUC values greater than 0.9 (for ex-

ample, in Fig. 3.5 we have AUC= 0.699). An important property is that the value

AUC of a classifier is equivalent to the probability that the classifier assigns a higher

rank to a unit randomly chosen positive rather than a negative unity chosen at ran-

dom, that is equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks, Piccolo (2002)[55], it is also

connected to the Gini coefficient, Breiman et al. (1984) [10].
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3.2.4 PLS-PM with binary endogenous latent variables

When we have non-metric data and the structure of the path diagram, depicting our

model, it is composed of endogenous latent variables represented by a single manifest

variable of binary type, it is thinkable to modify the inner model structure of the PLS

methods by adopting the logistic regression to estimate the path coefficient. From

the standard statistical point of view, the logistic regression models are adopted

when it is necessary to drop the general assumptions of the classical regression

model concerning the homoscedasticity request and both the normal distribution of

the errors and of the response variables. When the endogenous variable is binary

the logistic regression is usually adopted because:

1. the logistic transformation allows us to extend the unitary interval [0, 1] to

real axis [−∞,+∞] in such a way to represent a linear combination of the

explicative variables;

2. there is a probability interpretation associated with a Bernoulli distribution;

3. the result can be discussed by odds ratio;

4. it is easy to implement.

The advantages that we have using these models is that the logit allows us to obtain

a probabilistic interpretation of the binary response and an analytical expression of

the odds ratio, i. e. the ratio between the probability of the two realizations of the

Bernoulli random variable:

pi
1− pi

= exp(x′iβ) (3.38)

where pi is the probability that an event occurs. This ratio, for given xi, defines a

sort of prediction in favor of a given choice. For example, if pi = 0.25, the prediction

is pi
1−pi = 0.33, that is 3 to 1 in favor of the event yi = 0.

In Sect. 2.2.1 we discussed the structure of the inner model for the PLS methods i.

e. the relationship among the LVs that are modeled through a multiple regression

model, as shown in Eq. (2.1).

The method of computation of the path coefficients depends on the type of available
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endogenous LVs.

In this thesis, we assume that the binary endogenous latent variables belong to the

exponential family and then we have implemented the possibility of modeling them

through logistic regression models replacing the linear multiple regressions Eq. (2.1)

with:

logit(ξj = 1|ξm→j) = log

[
Pr(ξj = 1|ξm→j)
Pr(ξj = 0|ξm→j)

]
= ηj (3.39)

where the linear predictor

ηj = βj0 +

Mj∑
m=1

βjmξm→j (3.40)

and βjm are the path coefficients expressing the impact on ξj of the predictor

ξm→j, (m = 1, . . . ,M).

For example, for the model described in Fig. 3.6 where the manifest variable x13 is

binary, the inner model can be written as:

ξ2 = β0 + β3ξ1 + ν (3.41)

logit[Pr(ξ3 = 1|ξ1, ξ2)] = β0 + β1ξ1 + β2ξ2. (3.42)

It is possible to read this path coefficient in terms of odds ratio.

logit(Pr(ξ3 = 1|ξ1, ξ1)) = log [Odds] = log

[
Pr(ξ3 = 1|ξ1, ξ2)
Pr(ξ3 = 0|ξ1, ξ2)

]
In this case, the validation of the logistic regression model can be carried out using

the ROC curve graphical analysis and the AUC indicator, as described in Sect. 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.6: Path Diagram where the LV ξ3 is a binary endogenous latent variable.
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Chapter 4

Modeling the UNI.CO dataset

In this Chapter we will discuss how to model the UNI.CO dataset, which contains

nominal and ordinal variables, by the Non-Metric PLSPM method in order to extract

information about the integration into the labour market of Sapienza alumni. The

general framework is the study of the subordinate and para-subordinate employment

offered to the Sapienza University of Rome alumni by the Italian labour market

based on the UNI.CO dataset. In the following we propose three models which have

different purposes. The first one concerns the quantitative study of the job success

of Sapienza University alumni in terms of quality of work. The second and the third

models have been built in order to study the job career in terms of the contract type

and quality evolution in the three years after graduation.

The class of the PLS methods (Esposito Vinzi et al. 2010 [22], Russolillo 2012 [56])

is the most suitable methodology to tackle this kind of problems because of their

capability to:

- quantify the latent variables (LVs) representing unobservable constructs;

- provide an estimate of the LVs for each observation;

- work without distributional hypotheses.

The last point is important because in the social sciences it is often the case that

the distributions of the variables are asymmetric and very far from the Gaussian

distribution.

95
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These analyses were performed using a specialized R package now available called

plspm improved to handle non-metric data following the NM-PLS procedure based

on the optimal scaling method. Details about this package are given in Sanchez,

Trinchera and Russolillo (2013) [59] and Sanchez (2013) [58].

4.1 Modeling the job quality

In this Section, we propose a model in order to perform a preliminary quantitative

study of the job success of Sapienza University of Rome alumni in terms of quality

of work.1

The main purposes we addressed in the following are:

1. to study indicators of job success and to estimate their relationship with edu-

cational and job curricula.

2. to model job success as a latent variable in PLS-PM framework;

3. to assess the effectiveness of Non-Metric approach, Russolillo (2012) [56], to

Partial Least Square Path Modeling in the analysis of variables observed on

different measurement scales.

The main aim is to extract from the information contained in the database, indica-

tors that have an impact on the job position after graduation.

The goal is to define and measure the possibility of getting a good job position,

i.e., satisfactory, well paid, stable over time, with the possibility of improvements in

career, consistent with university curriculum.

Measuring job qualifications is not an easy task, both in absolute or in relative

terms, Fabbris (2012) [25]. In literature many indicators have been studied (e. g.

index of job desirability Jencks et al. (1988) [39], job quality index Leschke (2008)

[46]).

In this Section we are interested in studying the two new composite indicators Alleva

1 A few preliminary results of this model have been presented at the Statistical Conference “Ad-

vances in Latent Variables, Methods, Models and Applications”, Petrarca (2013) [53]. The ex-

tended version is in phase of publication, Petrarca (2014) [54]. The logistic regression extension is

completely new.
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and Petrarca (2013) [3] that are related to the possibility of the success in terms of

Sapienza alumni best employment status. These indicators quantify the concept of

job success using the definition of optimal and quasi-optimal contract based on the

ISCO classification of job quality and on a minimum continuative duration of the

job discussed in Sec. 1. In the International Standard Classification of Occupations

(ISCO) a highly qualified position is identified with ISCO1 (managers) and ISCO2

(intellectual and scientific professions). The concept of a good job is rather theoret-

ical and it needs a quantification in order to be inferred from data. Our suggestion

is to measure the concept of a “good job” defining it as a latent variable in PLS-PM

framework.

We take into account a sub-set of the UNI.CO archive: we consider only the alumni

with a master’s degree of Sapienza University who belong to the engineering disci-

plinary sector. Moreover we consider only alumni who enrolled in more than one

contract during the three years after graduation (458 statistical units). In this way

we have chosen to reduce the large dataset with a vast variability of the data to a

specific disciplinary sector with a higher degree of homogeneity.

In this study we propose a model in which the Job Success impacts on the Educa-

tional and Job curricula. The set of manifest variables for each of the three latent

variables representing Job Success, Educational Curriculum (Edu. Curr.) and Job

Curriculum (Job Curr.) are described in Tab. 4.1. In the Job Success block only

the two composite indicators: Optimal and Quasi-Optimal are included as manifest

variables. In our model all the manifest variables are treated as reflective i. e. the

LVs are to be considered as the cause of the MVs belonging to its own block. We

performed a Non-Metric PLSPM analysis on the model by using the option centroid

for the inner weight estimation (this choice only considers the sign of the correlations

between a LV and its adjacent LVs). As shown in Fig. 4.1 our model relates Job

Success with Educational Curriculum and Job Curriculum and also it analyses the

relationship between Educational and Job curricula.

4.1.1 Discussion of the results

We performed a PLS-PM analysis on the model described previously. In our case

the convergence of the algorithm has been achieved after only 9 cycles.
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Table 4.1: Set of manifest variables for each latent variable. The number of levels
for each ordinal variable are reported in brackets.

LVs MVs Description Scale

Edu. Curr.

Age Age at university graduation Numerical
Final grade Final university grade Numerical
Average
grade

Average graduation grade Numerical

Isee Indicator of economic equivalent
situation: it measures the eco-
nomic status of the families

Ordinal (5)

Job Curr. N cn Number of job relationships Numerical
gg work Number of worked days Numerical
gg isco12 Number of worked days with high

professional position
Numerical

gg al243 Number of worked days with an
actual duration of the contract of
at least 8 months

Numerical

gg CTI Number of worked days with a
permanent contract

Numerical

Job Success Optimal The graduate has got optimal
contract

Nominal

Quasi-
optimal

The graduate has got a quasi-
optimal contract

Nominal
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Edu. Curr.

Job Curr.

Job Success

Age Final grade Average grade Isee

N_cn

gg_work

gg_isco12

gg_al243

gg_CTI

optimal

quasi-optimal

Figure 4.1: Path Diagram depicting our model.

In Fig. 4.2 we report the comparison of the results of the model shown in the path

diagram Fig. 4.1 when three different scaling levels are used:

• case a) we used the standard PLS-PM model where the categorical variable

isee was replaced by the five dummy variables isee1, isee2, isee3, isee4 and

isee5 corresponding to its categories.

• case b) we performed a Non-Metric PLSPM analysis where the non-metric

variable isee is properly quantified by the optimal scaling method, in order

to overcame the binary coding drawbacks. In this case the variable isee is

analysed at ordinal scaling level and the variables optimal and quasi-optimal

at the nominal scaling level. For all the other variables we respected the

natural scaling level and we analysed them at linear scaling level (i.e. we

simply standardized them).

• case c) we performed a Non-Metric PLSPM analysis with new transformations

for all the original variables. In this case all MVs are analysed at ordinal scaling

level, and the MVs optimal and quasi-optimal at nominal scaling level.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison among the analyses performed adopting different scaling
levels.

In case a) the weights of all the binary variables representing the isee variable are

small because there is a strong relation between the categorical variables and the

Educational Curriculum. The non-metric analysis makes it clear that MV isee is

not important in the construction of the Educational Curriculum.

The interpretation of the inner relations does not change substantially among the re-

sults of these three analysis: the impact on Job Success of Job Curriculum (β̂ = 0.75)

is positive and higher than the one of Educational Curriculum (β̂ = −0.07); but the

global model fit (GoF) improves from 0.34 to 0.43 from the standard PLS to the

Non-Metric PLS analyses.

In what follows we discuss the results coming from the Non-Metric PLS analy-

sis (case c). The values of the validation of the outer model with corresponding

95% confidence intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples are reported in

Tab.4.2. In the block of Educational Curriculum we have for all the MVs high load-

ings with the exception of the manifest variable isee (0.29). Thus we could consider

removing this variable from the model. Moreover the empirical validation of the

model shows that this value is not significant. The block of Educational Curriculum

is positively affected by all the its MVs with the exception of Age that is negatively

correlated. This is a trivial fact because the older the alumni the less is the study
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Table 4.2: Main results of the measurement (outer) model: the weights and loadings
(λ) are shown. For the loadings the corresponding 95% confidence intervals built by
means of 1000 bootstrap samples are reported.

LVs MVs Weights λ Std.Error perc.025 perc.975
Edu. Curr.

Age -0.10 -0.80 0.12 -0.85 -0.70
Final Grade 0.11 0.93 0.13 0.88 0.96
Average Grade 0.12 0.94 0.13 0.89 0.96
ISEE 0.04 0.29 0.16 -0.10 0.47

Job Curr.
N CN -0.06 -0.11 0.12 -0.28 0.14
GG Work 0.23 0.78 0.03 0.70 0.82
GG ISCO12 0.42 0.74 0.03 0.68 0.78
GG al243 0.26 0.78 0.03 0.70 0.82
GG CTI 0.25 0.57 0.05 0.45 0.66

Job Success
Optimal 0.27 0.82 0.03 0.76 0.86
Quasi Optimal 0.33 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.92

success.

In the block of Job Curriculum we find a similar situation to the one found in the

previous block. Only for n cn we have a very small values of the loadings (0.11).

Also in this case the bootstrap procedure indicates a non significant value. We have

checked that removing isee and n cn from the model, the GoF increases from 0.42

to 0.46. All the MVs in this block are positively correlated with the own LV with

the exception of n cn that is negative. In the block of Job Success we have high

loadings for all the MVs.

The optimal and quasi optimal indicators are discriminant to the construction of the

Job Success block, see Tab. 4.2. In fact, the weights of the MVs quantified at nom-

inal scaling, which reflect the variability of the corresponding LV explained by the

categories of the MVs, have high values particularly in the case of the Quasi-Optimal

indicator. Results of the structural model with corresponding 95% confidence inter-

vals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples are reported in Tab. 4.3. The path

coefficient from Educational Curriculum to Job Curriculum is moderately small

(0.30) indicating a feeble influence of educational curriculum on job experiences. In
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Table 4.3: Results of the structural model with corresponding 95% confidence in-
tervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples. The R2 and the path coefficients
(β) are shown.

Paths R2 β Std.Error perc.025 perc.975
Edu. Curr. → Job Curr. 0.09 0.30 0.04 0.21 0.37
Edu. Curr.→ Job Success

0.54
-0.07 0.03 -1.08 0.02

Job Curr. → Job Success 0.75 0.02 0.72 0.79

the case of the regression of Job Success in respect of Educational Curriculum and

Job Curriculum we see that, while the Job Curriculum influences the Job Success

very much (0.75), the Educational Curriculum has a small coupling with Job Suc-

cess and a negative sign (-0.07). The bootstrap intervals for the path coefficient of

Educational Curriculum to Job Success contain the value zero, so this coefficient is

not a significant 5% confidence level, see Tab. 4.3. It is also interesting to note that

the indirect effect of Educational Curriculum to Job Success i. e. the path: Educa-

tional Curriculum −Job Curriculum−Job Success, gives a positive contribution of

0.17 which is not negligible.

The results of this regression suggest to analyse a simpler inner model in which

Educational Curriculum is linked with Job Curriculum and Job Curriculum with

Job Success.

In Tab. 4.3 we also reported the R2 values of the endogenous latent variables for

each regression in the structural model. We have R2 = 0.09 for the regression where

the endogenous variable is Job Curriculum and a higher value R2 = 0.54 in the case

of the endogenous variable Job Success. The value 0.09 for the first R2 is rather

low but it is confirmed by the bootstrap procedure as well as the corresponding

path coefficient. In order to evaluate these values, it should be taken into account

that high values of R2 are not expected because our endogenous manifest variables

(Optimal and Quasi-Optimal) in the block of Job Success are binary and they are

analysed together with nominal, ordinal and numerical variables. The values of the

main goodness indices obtained from our model are reported in Tab. 4.4. The aver-

age redundancy for Job Success indicates that Edu. and Job Curricula predict 40%

of the variability Job Success indicators whereas the average redundancy for Job

Curriculum indicates that Edu. Curriculum predicts lower value of 3% of the vari-
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Table 4.4: Results of the main indices for the evaluation of the model. Average
Communalities (Av.C), Average Redundancy (Av.R), AVE and GoF are shown.

LVs Type Av.C Av.R AVE
Edu. Curr. Exogenous 0.62 0.62
Job Curr. Endogenous 0.42 0.03 0.42
Job Success Endogenous 0.73 0.40 0.73

GoF 0.42

ability of Job Curriculum. The AVE index shows good values for all our constructs

except for Job Curriculum. Finally, we obtained that the whole prediction power of

the model is GoF=0.43.

In Fig. 4.3 we report, for all the variables, the plots of the raw values versus the

scaling values obtained at the end of the convergence of the iterative procedure.

These plots show that all the non-metric manifest variables are properly quantified

using monotone transformations of the quantitative MVs.

Following the indications coming from the previous discussion, we analysed the

simpler inner model in which Educational Curriculum is linked with Job Curricu-

lum and Job Curriculum with Job Success. This path follows the natural temporal

sequence from Educational Curriculum to Job Curriculum and then to Job Success

of a standard student. We analysed this new model where the concept of Job Suc-

cess is represented only from the Quasi-Optimal indicator and in which we have

not considered the manifest variables isee and n cn. In this case we have relaxed

the requirement by the Job Success by considering only the more flexible Quasi-

Optimal indicator. The results of this model are substantially unchanged, in fact,

all the manifest variables and all the paths between the blocks are confirmed by the

bootstrap procedure and the GoF index increases to 0.48. Fig. 4.4 reports the main

results of this model.

In the case of a block q with only one MV and this is binary, the weight and the

loading are 1 and the LV ξq has also a binary structure. We have studied this last

model also modifying the inner model structure by adopting the logistic regression

to estimate the path coefficient between Job. Curr. and Job Success. In Sect.

2.2.1 we discussed the structure of the inner model. In the PLS-PM and in the

Non-Metric PLS, the relationship among the LVs are modeled through a multiple
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Figure 4.3: Values of the original variables plotted versus the corresponding optimal
scaling values.

regression model, as shown in Eq. 2.1. The method of calculation of the path co-

efficients impacts on the type of available endogenous LVs. In this thesis we have

implemented the possibility of modeling binary endogenous latent variables through

logistic regression model:

logit(ξj = 1|ξm→j) = log

[
Pr(ξj = 1|ξm→j)
Pr(ξj = 0|ξm→j)

]
= βj0 +

Mj∑
m=1

βjmξm→j (4.1)

So in this case the inner model can be written as:

Job Curr. = β0 + β1 Edu. Curr. + ν (4.2)

logit[Pr(Job Success = 1| Job Curr.)] = β0 + β1 Job Curr. (4.3)

where
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Figure 4.4: Path Diagram depicting our model. In this graph, for the outer model
the weights in brackets and the standard loadings are reported. For the inner model
the path coefficients and GoF are shown.

Figure 4.5: Path Diagram depicting our model. For the inner model the values of
path coefficients obtained from the model is shown. In this case the path coefficient
between Job Curr. and Job Success is calculated using a logistic regression.

logit(Pr(Job Success = 1| Job Curr.)) = log [Odds] = (4.4)

= log

[
Pr(Job Success=1|Job Curr.)

Pr(Job Success=0|Job Curr.)

]
It is possible to read this path coefficient in terms of odds ratio. Increasing of one-

unit the Job Curr. score, the Job Success odds increases about 30 time, see Fig.

4.5.

We use the ROC curve to validate the model with the logistic regression, as described

in Sect. 3.2.3. Fig. 4.6 shows the ROC curve for our model. The value of the Area

Under the Curve is high and equal to 0.94 indicating a good classification of the data.
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Figure 4.6: Validation model: the ROC curve. The value of the Area Under the
Curve (AUC) is reported.

4.1.2 Concluding remarks

We have presented one of the first statistical analyses based on the data of the

UNI.CO archive performed by Non-Metric PLSPM methods which have demon-

strated a great adaptability to handle a large dataset with numerical, nominal and

ordinal variables.

The high values of the measurement model have confirmed that the Optimal and

Quasi Optimal indicators are discriminant to the construction of the Job Success

block. We have seen that two variables (isee and c cn) can be removed without

reducing the capacity of the model to explain the variance and also the structural

inner model can be reduced to a model with a simpler structure where the path
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among the LVs becomes Educational Curriculum, Job Curriculum and Job Success.

In the reduced model where the Job Success LV is represented only from quasi-

optimal indicator, the logistic regression performed on the Job Success LV yielded

a ROC curve with high AUC value indicating the good classification power of the

quasi-optimal indicator.

4.2 Modeling the job career

In this Section, we propose two models in order to study the evolution of the job

contract type and the job professional qualification in the three years after the

master’s degree.

We consider the comparison between the features of the following pairs of contracts:

• the first and the last contract (I and Z)

• the two most important contracts in terms of maximum actual duration (K1

and K2),

as discussed in Sect. 1.2.2. These comparisons allows us to monitor the evolution

of the contract type and of the job professional qualification in order to classify

Sapienza alumni in terms of improvement (or not) of their job status. With this in

mind, in the case of the evolution of the job contract type we have built a binary

variable (contract evol.) that is equal to one if the alumni improve their job with the

same contract type or an improved one according to the rules in Fig. 1.3 and zero

otherwise. According to the discussion of Sect. 1.2.2, we consider as an evolution

of the job contract type the following six cases:

1. the graduate changes from a non standard to a standard contract, i. e. from an

atypical or a mixed cause or internship job contract to a standard job contract

(case A1);

2. the graduate changes from a partially standard to a standard contract (case

A2);
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3. the graduate changes from a non standard to a partially standard contract,

i. e. from an atypical or a mixed cause or internship contract to a partially

standard job contract (case A3);

4. the graduate changes from a standard contract to a new standard contract

(case B1);

5. the graduate changes from a partially standard contract to a new partially

standard contract (case B2);

6. the graduate changes from a non standard contract to a new non standard

contract (case B3).

Similarly, according to Fig. 1.5 in Sect. 1.2.2, the evolution of the job professional

qualification is defined as a binary variable (isco evol.) that is equal to one if the

alumni improve their job with the same professional qualification or an improved

one and zero otherwise.

Assuming the ISCO classification as discussed in Sect. 1.2.2, we consider as an

evolution of the job professional qualification the following six cases:

1. the graduate’s profession changes from a medium skilled to a highly qualified

profession;

2. the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled to a highly qualified pro-

fession;

3. the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled to a medium skilled pro-

fession;

4. the graduate’s profession changes from a highly qualified profession to a new

one with the same qualification;

5. the graduate’s profession changes from a medium skilled profession to a new

one with the same qualification;

6. the graduate’s profession changes from a low skilled profession to a new one

with the same qualification.
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The main purpose we addressed is to model in the PLS-PM framework the contract

type and job professional quality evolution as latent variables - in the following

called Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution respectively - to study these

variables in relation to educational curriculum, age, initial experience and tendency

to evolve. For this study we selected from the UNI.CO dataset, independently from

the disciplinary group, two sets of data:

• alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had obtained an active contract

(997 units), called workers;

• alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had not an yet obtained an

active contract (4605 units), called non-workers.

This distinction allows us to design two different models which follow the time evo-

lution scheme of the two alumni’s types. Moreover this decision stems from the

high degree of heterogeneity revealed by our preliminary analysis on the complete

dataset. This great heterogeneity probably reflects the loss of clear social and cul-

tural reference points that is typical of the times of crisis.

These two datasets contain variables which are non metric. Below is reported the

list of the variables, presented in blocks of indicators with their corresponding de-

scription:

Age LV associated with only one MV that represents the alumni’s age at the mas-

ter’s degree.

∗ Age: Age at the master’s degree. This variable is ordinal with the fol-

lowing modalities:

– 1→ (20− 21] years;

– 2→ (22− 23] years;

– 3→ (24− 25] years;

– 4→ (26− 27] years;

– 5→ (28− 29] years;

– 6→ (30− 35] years;

– 4→ [36+) years.
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Educational Curriculum LV associated with the characteristics of the university

educational career. The MVs related with this LV are:

∗ Final Grade: Final university grade. This variable is ordinal with the

following modalities:

– 1→ (66− 99] grade;

– 2→ (100− 104] grade;

– 3→ (105− 109) grade;

– 4→ (110−111) grade (where the grade 111 indicates 110 cum laude).

∗ Average Grade: Average graduation grade. This variable is ordinal

with the following modalities:

– 1→ [18− 20] grade;

– 2→ (20− 22] grade;

– 3→ (22− 24] grade;

– 4→ (24− 26] grade;

– 5→ (26− 28] grade;

– 6→ (28− 29] grade;

– 7→ (29− 30] grade.

∗ Fcourse: Binary variable that represents whether a student is on time

(or not). This is nominal variable with the following modalities:

– 0→ The student is on time;

– 1→ Otherwise.

Initial Experience LV associated with the characteristics of the initial job experi-

ence in terms of contract type and professional qualification. The MVs related

with this LV are:

∗ isco first: The professional qualification of the first contract. This vari-

able is ordinal with the following modalities:

– 9→ ISCO 9: Unqualified professions;

– 8→ ISCO 8: Workers at industries machineries and assembly lines;
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– 7→ ISCO 7: Craftsmen and skilled workers;

– 6→ ISCO 6: Staff specialized in agriculture, forestry and fishing;

– 5→ ISCO 5: Commercial activities;

– 4→ ISCO 4: Office worker;

– 3→ ISCO 3 : Technical and intermediate occupations;

– 2→ ISCO 2: Intellectual and scientific professions;

– 1→ ISCO 1: Managers.

∗ Contract first: The contract type of the first signed contract . This

variable is ordinal with the following modalities:

– 1→ Professional experience;

– 2→Mixed cause contracts (e.g. contracts that provide a training as a

component of Apprenticeship, insert, CFL in public administration);

– 3→ Atypical (e.g. fixed-term employment, employment with project

contract) ;

– 4→ Partially Standard (part-time permanent work);

– 5→ Standard (full time permanent work).

Tendency to Evolve LV associated with the capability showed by a subject to

improve the job career changing works during the three years after the master’s

degree. The MVs related with this LV are:

∗ isco best: Best professional qualifications among the four contracts con-

sidered. This variable is ordinal with the following modalities:

– 9→ ISCO 9: Unqualified professions;

– 8→ ISCO 8: Workers at industries machineries and assembly lines;

– 7→ ISCO 7: Craftsmen and skilled workers;

– 6→ ISCO 6: Staff specialized in agriculture, forestry and fishing;

– 5→ ISCO 5: Commercial activities;

– 4→ ISCO 4: Office worker;

– 3→ ISCO 3 : Technical and intermediate occupations;
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– 2→ ISCO 2: Intellectual and scientific professions;

– 1→ ISCO 1: Managers.

∗ Contract best: Best job contract type among the four contracts con-

sidered. This variable is ordinal with the following modalities:

– 1→ Professional experience;

– 2→Mixed cause contracts (e.g. contracts that provide a training as a

component of Apprenticeship, insert, CFL in public administration);

– 3→ Atypical (e.g. fixed-term employment, employment with project

contract) ;

– 4→ Partially Standard (part-time permanent work);

– 5→ Standard (full time permanent work).

Contractual Evolution LV associated with only one MV that represents whether

the alumni improve their job with the same contract type or with an improved

one.

∗ contract evol : Dummy variable that represents the presence of a con-

tract type evolution. This is a nominal variable with the following modal-

ities:

– 1 → if the graduate improve their job with the same contract type

or an improved one;

– 0→ otherwise.

Professional Evolution LV associated with only one MV that represents whether

the alumni improve their job with the same professional qualification or with

an improved one.

∗ isco evol: Dummy variable that represents the presence of a professional

qualification contract evolution. This is a nominal variable with the fol-

lowing modalities:

– 1→ if the alumni improve their job with the same professional qual-

ification or an improved one;

– 0→ otherwise.
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4.2.1 Alumni without an active contract at the master’s de-

gree

In the following discussion we analyse the dataset of the alumni who at the time of

the master’s degree did not have an active contract (4605 units). First of all, we

assume a number of a priori hypotheses that represent the expected relationships

according to the existing literature and to the temporal sequence of the events.

H1 : Educational Curriculum is associated with Age;

H2 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Initial Experience;

H3 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Tendency to Evolve;

H4 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Contractual Evolution;

H5 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Professional Evolution;

H6 : Age is associated with the Initial Experience;

H7 : Age is associated with Tendency to Evolve;

H8 : Age is associated with Contractual Evolution;

H9 : Age is associated with Professional Evolution;

H10 : Initial Experience is positively associated with Tendency to Evolve;

H11 : Initial Experience is positively associated with Professional Evolution;

H12 : Initial Experience is associated with Contractual Evolution;

H13 : Tendency to Evolve is positively associated with Contractual Evolution;

H14 : Tendency to Evolve is positively associated with Professional Evolution.

In this study a Non Metric Partial Least Squares Path modeling using the plspm

R-package was used to assess the measurement model and the structural model.

The validation of model paths, loadings and weights is carried out by a bootstrap

procedure by n = 1000 re-samples. The path diagram representing the validated
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Figure 4.7: Path Diagram depicting our model for non-workers.

model is depicted in Fig. 4.7. We performed a Non-Metric PLSPM analysis on the

model described previously by using the option centroid for the inner weight esti-

mation (this choice only considers the sign of the correlations between a LV and its

adjacent LVs). To update the external weights we used for Educational Curriculum

the Mode A option because it is assumed to be a common factor that reflects itself

in the MVs; Mode B is used for Tendency to Evolve because we considered that

each manifest variable of MVs accounts for different dimensions of the underlying

concept. As shown in Fig. 4.7 our model relates:

• Contractual Evolution with Initial Experience and with Tendency to Evolve;

• Professional Evolution with Initial Experience and Tendency to Evolve;

• Tendency to Evolve with Educational Curriculum, Initial Experience and Age;

• Initial Experience with Educational Curriculum and Age;

• Age with Educational Curriculum.

Note that the weight and the loading of isco first are not significant and therefore

this MV has been removed from the validated model. Hence, Initial Experience
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block is composed only by the contract first MV.

4.2.2 Discussion of the results

In Fig. 4.8 the optimal transformations of ordinal and nominal MVs are reported.

These plots show that all the variables are properly quantified by monotone transfor-

mations of the quantitative MVs. The more the dashed lines deviate from linearity,

the more the raw variables deviate from the assumption of linearity. So, for exam-

ple, the transformation of isco best significantly improves the ability of the model

to identify relationships with other variables, while the raw variable final grade is

already nicely linear. Note that the plot of the quantification for the MV Fcourse

shows that the sign of this variable has been changed, in other words we are consid-

ering the variable in course.

The results of the outer model with corresponding 95% confidence intervals built

Table 4.5: Main results of the measurement model for non-workers with corre-
sponding 95% confidence intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples. The
weights and the loadings are shown for the blocks with more than one MV. The
others: Age, Initial Experience, Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution
have therefore weights and loadings equal to one.

LVs MVs Weigths Std.Error C.I.
Edu. Curr.

Fcourse 0.44 0.02 [0.41, 0.47]
final grade 0.40 0.01 [ 0.38, 0.41]
average grade 0.37 0.01 [0.36, 0.39]

Tendency to Evolve
best contract 0.97 0.00 [0.97, 0.98]
isco best 0.18 0.01 [0.15, 0.21]

LVs MVs Loadings Std.Error C.I.
Edu. Curr.

Fcourse 0.72 0.01 [0.70, 0.75]
final grade 0.89 0.01 [0.87,0.90]
average grade 0.88 0.01 [0.86, 0.89]

Tendency to Evolve
best contract 0.98 0.00 [0.98, 0.99]
isco best 0.23 0.02 [0.20, 0.27]
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Figure 4.8: Values of the original variables plotted versus the corresponding optimal
scaling values for non-workers model.

by means of 1000 bootstrap samples are reported in Tab. (4.5)2. The block Edu-

cational Curriculum, where Mode A has been adopted, is positively affected by its

MVs which have all high loadings. Hence an increasing of the values of the Fcourse,

final grade and average grade MVs, contributes positively to the Educational Cur-

riculum.

In the block Tendency to Evolve, where Mode B has been adopted, contract best

2 In the case of the Age, Initial Experience, Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution

blocks which are represented by only one manifest variable, the weights and the loadings are equal

to 1 and they are not reported in this table.
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and isco best have high and mildly high value of the weights respectively. This is

reasonable because nowadays it is easier and more desirable to change work in order

to improve the contract type rather than getting an advancement of the job profes-

sional qualification with a short-term contract.

The structural model can be written as:

E[Age|X] = β0 + β1Edu. Curr.

E[Initial Exper.|X] = β0 + β1Age + β2Edu. Curr

E[Tend. to Evolve|X] = β0 + β1Edu. Curr. + β2Age + β3Initial Exper.

E[(Contrac. Evol. = 1|X)] =
exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}

exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}+ 1

E[(Prof. Evol. = 1|X)] =
exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}

exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}+ 1

Results of the structural model using the logistic regression together with the cor-

responding 95% confidence intervals are reported in Tab. 4.6 3. We have analysed

the inner model structure using the enhanced NM-PLSPM procedure where we have

modified the structural model by adopting the logistic regression for the latent bi-

nary variables Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution. In what follows

we will discuss the picture of the relationships among the five LVs as it appears from

the value of the path coefficients.

Age has a negative impact on Educational Curriculum (β̂ = −0.53). The higher

the Educational Curriculum success, smaller is the age at the master’s degree, as it

could be expected.

Initial Experience impacts on Educational Curriculum (β̂ = 0.07) and, with nega-

tive sign, on Age (β̂ = −0.15). We found a similar situation for the relationships

between Tendency to Evolve and Educational Curriculum (β̂ = 0.02), and Tendency

to Evolve and Age (β̂ = −0.05). It is reasonable that the age at the master’s degree

mildly influences Initial Experience and also Tendency to Evolve. The negative sign

3 In this table, we reported the 95% confidence intervals obtained from the regressions. We

have checked the agreement with the 95% confidence intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap

re-samples.
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Table 4.6: Results of the structural model for non-workers with corresponding
95% confidence intervals. The R2 and the path coefficients (β̂) are shown. The
pseudo Nagelkerke R2 is indicated with ∗ in the R2 column, and O.R. indicates the
odds ratio values.

Paths R2 β̂ Std.Err. C.I. O.R.

Edu. Curr. →Age 0.28 -0.53 0.01 [ -0.55, -0.51] -
Edu. Curr. →Initial Exper.

0.03
0.07 0.02 [0.03, 0.10] -

Age → Initial Exper. -0.15 0.02 [-0.18, -0.12] -
Edu. Curr. →Tend. to Evolve

0.78

0.02 0.01 [0.01, 0.04] -
Age → Tend. to Evolve -0.05 0.01 [-0.06, -0.03] -
Initial Exper. → Tend. to Evolve 0.87 0.01 [0.85, 0.88] -
Tend. to Evolve → Contrac. Evol.

0.77∗
2.79 0.18 [2.47,3.17] 16.28

Initial Exper. → Contrac. Evol. 0.55 0.07 [0.42, 0.69] 1.73

Tend. to Evolve → Profess. Evol.
0.09∗

1.01 0.07 [0.87, 1.15] 2.74

Initial Exper. → Profess. Evol. -0.58 0.07 [-0.72, -0.44] 0.56

is also comprehensible because it is expected that increasing Age reduces the quality

of Initial Experience and Tendency to Evolve. The path coefficients from Educa-

tional Curriculum to Initial Experience and to Tendency to Evolve are very small,

(β̂ = 0.07) and (β̂ = 0.02) respectively, indicating a feeble influence of educational

curriculum on Initial Experience and on Tendency to Evolve. Moreover, it is worth

noting that Tendency to Evolve largely impacts on Initial Experience (β̂ = 0.87)

(rather than on Age (β̂ = −0.05) and on Educational Curriculum (β̂ = 0.02)).

Therefore alumni with a good initial job have the propensity to consider the first

job as the starting point of a career for which the mobility is an important feature.

The two latent predictors Initial Experience and Tendency to Evolve positively im-

pact on the response of Contractual Evolution, β̂ = 0.55 and β̂ = 2.79 respectively.

Holding Tendency to Evolve at a fixed value, for every one-unit increase in Initial

Experience score, the odds of observing an evolution of the type of contract changes

by a factor 1.73. On the other hand, holding Initial Experience at a fixed value,

for every one-unit increase in Tendency to Evolve score, the odds of observing an

evolution of the type of contract changes by a factor 16.28. Therefore alumni with

a starting job of good quality and an own tendency to evolve have good chances to

improve their contract status.
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Figure 4.9: Diagram describing schematically the role of Initial Experience like
suppressor variable in the Professional Evolution regression.

The two latent predictors Initial Experience (β̂ = −0.58) and Tendency to Evolve

(β̂ = 1.01) impact in opposite sense on the response of Professional Evolution. It is

rather clear that Professional Evolution should be positively influenced by Tendency

to Evolve due to individual initiative to get a better job status. Taking into account

the Professional Evolution block, holding Tendency to Evolve at a fixed value, for

every one-unit increase in Initial Experience score, the odds of the evolution of the

professional qualification of signed contracts for Sapienza alumni changes by a factor

0.56 showing that a good Initial Experience can inhibit the tendency to compete

for a job of better quality. On the other hand, holding Initial Experience at a fixed

value, for every one-unit increase in Tendency to Evolve, the odds of the possibil-

ity of an evolution of the professional qualification of signed contracts for Sapienza

alumni changes about 2.74 times. This result highlights how crucial the capability

of alumni to change their job in order to improve their career is.

Checking the coherence between the path coefficients and the corresponding correla-

tion signs, we found that the correlation between Initial Experience and Professional

Evolution is low (r = 0.09) while its path coefficient is negative and moderately high

(β̂ = −0.58). Moreover the correlation between Initial Experience and Tendency to

Evolve is very high (r = 0.88). In the linear multiple regression theory, this situa-

tion is described as a negative classical suppression between the exogenous variables,

see Cohen and Cohen (1975) [18], Krus and Wilkinson (1986) [44] and Baron and
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Figure 4.10: Validation model for non-workers: the ROC curve. The value of
the area under the curve (AUC) is reported.

Kenny (1986) [6]. Here, Initial Experience increases the quality of the regression

even though it has a small correlation with Professional Evolution. A sketch of the

situation is depicted in Fig. 4.9 where the overlap in variance of the correlated vari-

ables is shown. The area enclosed by a circle represents the variance of its variable,

that is the same for the three variables because they are standardized. The area of

overlap among the circles represents the degree of linear relationship. What happens

is that Initial Experience “suppresses” some of what would otherwise be variance in

Tendency to Evolve. The general idea is that there is some kind of noise in Tendency

to Evolve that is not particularly correlated with Professional Evolution, but it is

strongly correlated with Initial Experience. By including Initial Experience in the

regression, this noise is suppressed leaving Tendency to Evolve as an improved pre-

dictor of Professional Evolution and raising slightly the R2 value of the regression.

In other words, the capability to change job conditionally to the information of the

initial job experience better predicts the professional evolution.
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We use the ROC curve to validate the model with the logistic regression: Fig. 4.10

shows the ROC curves for our models. The values of the Area Under the Curve are

high and equal to 0.71 for the logistic model where the endogenous LV is Professional

Evolution and equal to 0.97 for Contractual Evolution.

4.2.3 Alumni with an active contract at the master’s degree

In the following we analyse the dataset, that is complementary to the previous one,

of alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had an active contract (997 units).

First of all, we assume a number of a priori hypotheses that represent the expected

relationships according to the existing literature and to the temporal sequence of

the events.

H1 : Initial Experience is positively associated with Educational Curriculum;

H2 : Initial Experience is associated with Age;

H3 : Initial Experience is positively associated with Tendency to Evolve;

H4 : Initial Experience is associated with Contractual Evolution;

H5 : Initial Experience is associated with Professional Evolution;

H6 : Educational Curriculum is associated with Age;

H7 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Tendency to Evolve;

H8 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Contractual Evolution;

H9 : Educational Curriculum is positively associated with Professional Evolution;

H10 : Tendency to Evolve is positively associated with Contractual Evolution;

H11 : Tendency to Evolve is positively associated with Professional Evolution.

In this study a Non Metric Partial Least Squares Path modeling using the plspm

R-package was used to assess the measurement model and the structural model.

The validation of model paths, loadings and weights is carried out by a bootstrap
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procedure by n = 1000 re-samples. The path diagram representing the validated

model is depicted in Fig. 4.11. We performed a Non-Metric PLSPM analysis on this

model by using the option centroid for the inner weight estimation (this choice only

considers the sign of the correlations between a LV and its adjacent LVs). To update

the external weights we used for Educational Curriculum the Mode A option; Mode

B is used for Tendency to Evolve.

For this model the temporal structure of the inner model has been designed to be

suitable to the fact that this sample of data is related to alumni with professional

experience obtained before getting the master’s degree and already active at the time

of the master’s degree. Hence, Educational Curriculum is seen as a consequence of

Initial Experience (contrary to the temporal sequence of the non-workers model).

The second part of the model (the right part on the path diagram in Fig. 4.11) i.e.

the scheme of relationship among Contractual Evolution, Tendency to Evolve and

Professional Evolution is the same as before. As we will see, the final results of

this model are very similar to the non-workers results. Anyway in the following,

for sake of completeness, we repeat the complete scheme of analysis adopted for

non-workers.

As shown in Fig. 4.11 our model relates:

• Contractual Evolution with Initial Experience and with Tendency to Evolve;

• Professional Evolution with Initial Experience and Tendency to Evolve;

• Tendency to Evolve with Educational Curriculum and Initial Experience;

• Educational Curriculum with Initial Experience.

Note that, also in this model, the weight and the loading of isco first are not sig-

nificant and therefore this MV has been removed from the validated model. Hence,

Initial Experience block is composed only by the contract first MV. The only dif-

ference from the model for non-workers is that for workers the Age block has

been removed because all the links starting from the Age block have been found to

be not significant.
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Figure 4.11: Path Diagram depicting our model for workers.

4.2.4 Discussion of the results

In Fig. 4.12 the optimal transformations of ordinal and nominal MVs are reported.

These plots show that the variables are properly quantified by monotone transfor-

mations of the quantitative MVs. The more the dashed lines deviate from linearity,

the more the raw variables deviate from the assumption of linearity. So, for example,

the transformation of contract first significantly improves the ability of the model

to identify relationships with other variables. Also in this case, the quantification

for the MV Fcourse has reversed the sign of this variable that therefore takes the

meaning of being in course.

The results of the outer model for the workers with corresponding 95% confidence

intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples are reported in Tab. 4.74. The

block Educational Curriculum, where Mode A has been adopted, is positively af-

fected by its MVs which have all high loadings. Hence an increasing of the values of

the Fcourse, final grade and average grade MVs, contributes positively to the Ed-

ucational Curriculum. In the block Tendency to Evolve, where Mode B has been

4 In the case of the Age, Initial Experience, Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution

blocks which are represented by only one manifest variable, the weights and the loadings are equal

to 1 and they are not reported in this table.
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Table 4.7: Main results of the measurement model workers with corresponding
95% confidence intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap samples. The weights
and the loadings are shown for the blocks with more than one MV. The others:
Initial Experience, Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution have therefore
weights and loadings equal to one.

LVs MVs Weights Std.Error C.I.
Edu. Curr.

Fcourse 0.40 0.04 [0.31, 0.48]
final grade 0.40 0.02 [0.37, 0.45]
average grade 0.40 0.02 [0.36, 0.46]

Tendency to Evolve
best contract 0.91 0.01 [0.89, 0.94]
isco best 0.29 0.03 [0.23, 0.34]

LVs MVs Loadings Std.Error C.I.
Edu. Curr.

Fcourse 0.69 0.04 [0.62, 0.76]
final Grade 0.90 0.02 [0.86, 0.92]
average grade 0.89 0.02 [0.84, 0.92]

Tendency to Evolve
best contract 0.96 0.01 [0.94, 0.97]
isco best 0.43 0.04 [0.37, 0.49]

adopted, contract best and isco best have high and mildly high value of the weights

respectively. These results are almost the same to those obtained for these blocks

in the non-workers model. The only remarkable difference is that the weight of

isco best MV for workers has a higher value (0.29) than non-workers, likely

due to a longer working career of these alumni.

We have analysed the inner model structure using the enhanced NM-PLSPM proce-

dure where we have modified the structural model by adopting the logistic regression

for the latent binary variables Contractual Evolution and Professional Evolution.
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Figure 4.12: Values of the original variables plotted versus the corresponding optimal
scaling values for workers model.

The structural model can be written as:

E[Edu. Curr.|X] = β0 + β1Initial Exper.

E[Tend. to Evolve|X] = β0 + β1Initial Exper. + β2Edu. Curr.

E[(Contrac. Evol. = 1|X)] =
exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}

exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}+1

E[(Prof. Evol. = 1|X)] =
exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}

exp{β0 + β1 Initial Exper. + β2 Tend. to Evolve}+1

In what follows we will discuss the picture of the relationships among the four LVs
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Table 4.8: Results of the structural model for non-workers with corresponding
95% confidence intervals. The R2 and the path coefficients (β̂) are shown. The
pseudo Nagelkerke R2 is indicated with ∗ in the R2 column, and O.R. indicates the
odds ratio values.

Paths R2 β̂ Std.Err C.I. O.R.

Initial Exper. → Edu. Curr. 0.06 0.25 0.03 [0.19, 0.32] -
Edu. Curr. → Tend. to Evolve

0.55
0.09 0.02 [0.05, 0.14] -

Initial Exper. → Tend. to Evolve 0.72 0.03 [0.66, 0.76] -
Initial Exper. → Contrac. Evol.

0.84∗
0.61 0.13 [0.36, 0.88] 2.32

Tend. to Evolve → Contrac. Evol. 2.53 0.36 [1.94, 3.41] 12.55
Initial Exper. → Profess. Evol.

0.11∗
-0.49 0.11 [-0.71, -0.28] 0.61

Tend. to Evolve → Profess. Evol. 0.85 0.11 [0.64, 1.064] 2.33

as it appears from the value of the path coefficients, see Tab. 4.8 5.

Tendency to Evolve largely impacts on Initial Experience (β̂ = 0.72) rather than on

Educational Curriculum (β̂ = 0.09). Also for workers the influence of Educational

Curriculum on Tendency to Evolve is a feeble influence, whereas alumni with a good

initial job obtained before the end of the university studies have a natural propensity

toward the mobility. The strength of Initial Experience over Tendency to Evolve is

significantly lower than in the case of non-workers (β̂ = 0.87 against β̂ = 0.72)

indicating a reduced motivation of these alumni to take the risk of changing.

The two latent predictors Initial Experience and Tendency to Evolve positively im-

pact on the response of Contractual Evolution, β̂ = 0.61 and β̂ = 2.53 respectively.

Holding Tendency to Evolve at a fixed value, for every one-unit increase in Initial

Experience score, the odds of observing an evolution of the type of contract changes

by a factor 2.32. On the other hand, holding Initial Experience at a fixed value,

for every one-unit increase in Tendency to Evolve score, the odds of observing an

evolution of the type of contract changes by a factor 12.55. Therefore, like non-

workers, alumni with an active contract of good quality and an own tendency to

evolve have good chances to improve their contract status.

The two latent predictors Initial Experience (β̂ = −0.49) and Tendency to Evolve

5 In this table, we reported the 95% confidence intervals obtained from the regressions. We

have checked the agreement with the 95% confidence intervals built by means of 1000 bootstrap

re-samples.
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(β̂ = 0.85) impact in opposite sense on the response of Professional Evolution. It is

rather clear that Tendency to Evolve influences positively the Professional Evolution

because the individual initiative to get a better job status. The negative sign of the

path coefficient of Initial Experience to Professional Evolution is reasonable because,

having in mind that the initial job contract was already active at the moment of

the master’s degree, these alumni tend to keep the current contractual position even

though in this way it is more difficult to improve their professional qualification.

Probably they believe that it is better to try to improve their professional qualifica-

tion without changing the contract type.

Taking into account the Professional Evolution block, holding Tendency to Evolve

at a fixed value, for every one-unit increase in Initial Experience score, the odds of

the evolution of the professional qualification of signed contracts for Sapienza alumni

changes by a factor 0.61 On the other hand, holding Initial Experience fixed, for ev-

ery one-unit increase in Initial Experience score, the odds of observing an evolution

of the Professional Evolution changes by a factor 2.33.

Checking the coherence between the path coefficients and the corresponding correla-

tion signs, we found that the correlation between Initial Experience and Professional

Evolution is very low (r = 0.04) while its path coefficient is negative and moder-

ately high (β̂ = −0.49). Moreover the correlation between Initial Experience and

Tendency to Evolve is high (r = 0.74). Also in this case, we have a negative classical

suppression, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

We use the ROC curve to validate the model with the logistic regression, Fig. 4.13

shows the Roc curves for our models. The values of the Area Under the Curve are

high and equal to 0.81 for the logistic model where the endogenous LV is Profes-

sional Evolution and equal to 0.99 for Contractual Evolution.

4.2.5 Concluding remarks

We have shown that the great content of information included in the UNI.CO archive

can be exploited to follow the career development of Sapienza alumni when adopting

suitable models based on NM-PLSPM. The two models that have been proposed in

order to study the job career of Sapienza alumni following the three years after
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Figure 4.13: Validation model for workers: The ROC curves. The value under
the curve (AUC) is reported.

the master’s degree, have showed the capability of NM-PLSPM to analyse a large

amount of data. These models are essentially composed by four concepts: the

university evaluation, the initial job experience, tendency to evolve and the career

evolution. The career evolution is monitored by two constructs, one for the job

professional evolution and the other for the job contractual evolution. We have

found that in both the models there is a strong influence of the initial job experience

and of tendency to evolve over the job career, while the university evaluation at the

level of the master’s degree is less important. The Age has a marginal effect in the

model for non-workers while it disappears for workers. The weight of isco best

MV for workers has a higher value than non-workers, likely due to a longer

working career of these alumni.

The improved version of the plspm R-package used to analyse a large dataset, as

the UNI.CO archive, has shown a rapid convergence of the algorithms both in the

case of Mode A and Mode B. The computational time necessary for the validation

through the bootstrap procedure with 1000 re-samples was not heavy.



Conclusions

In this thesis the theme of the integration of Sapienza University of Rome alumni

into the employee and para-subordinate labour market is presented analysing the

data of the UNI.CO archive. This archive makes available administrative data which

by their nature are objective and devoid of any emotional influence as it happens in

archives based on sample surveys which are usually biased. Moreover, other sample

surveys supply information about the status of alumni at some fixed point in time,

while the data of the UNI.CO archive allow us to also study the evolution of alumni

throughout the observation period and therefore to analyse the changes in job qual-

ifications.

The study of the integration into the labour market of Sapienza alumni has been

analysed by adopting the Non-Metric PLSPM method which allow us to handle

a large dataset with numerical, nominal and ordinal variables. This technique re-

cently proposed by Russolillo (2012) [56] and now available in the plspm R-package,

is characterized by the possibility to analyse at the same time variables observed in

different measurement scales, to investigate the non linearity and to work without

distributional hypotheses. The quantifications of the original data obtained by Non-

Metric PLSPM are properly carried out using monotone transformations showing

the remarkable fact that it is possible to discard the hard assumption of linearity in

favor of the milder assumption of monotonicity.

In this thesis, we have modified the inner structure of the Non-Metric PLSPM to

implement the possibility of modeling binary endogenous latent variables through a

logistic regression and then we have introduced the ROC curve for the model vali-

dation. This implementation is applicable in the case of blocks with only one MV

and this is binary, therefore LVs have a binary structure and the weight and the

129
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loading are equal to one.

We have addressed the study of the integration into the labour market of Sapienza

alumni by developing a few models.

The first one concerns the quantitative study of the job success of the master’s de-

gree alumni of the Sapienza University who belong to the engineering disciplinary

sector in terms of quality of work. In particular, we studied indicators of job success

to estimate their relationships with educational and job curriculum. These indi-

cators have been constructed defining the concept of optimal contract based on a

contract with the characteristics of permanent position, highly qualified professional

position identified using the ISCO classification and the actual duration more than

or equal to 8 months. The concept of quasi-optimal contract is similar to the opti-

mal definition without the condition of permanent position. The high values of the

measurement model have confirmed that the optimal and quasi-optimal indicators

are discriminant to the construction of the Job Success block.

The second and the third models have been built in order to study the job career in

terms of the contract type and quality evolution in the three years after graduation.

For these studies we selected from the UNI.CO dataset, independently from the dis-

ciplinary group, two sets of data: alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had

not yet obtained an active contract (non-workers studied by the second model)

and alumni who at the time of the master’s degree had obtained an active contract

(workers studied by the third model). The main purpose we addressed is to model,

in the PLS-PM framework, the contract type and job professional quality evolution

as latent variables to be studied in relation to educational curriculum, age, initial ex-

perience and tendency to evolve. The two models adopted consist essentially of four

concepts: the university evaluation, the initial job experience, tendency to evolve

and the career evolution. The career evolution is monitored by two constructs, one

for the job professional evolution and the other for the job contractual evolution.

We have found that in both the models there is a strong influence of the initial job

experience and of the tendency to evolve over the job career, while the university

evaluation at the level of the master’s degree is less important. The age at master’s

degree has a marginal effect in the model for non-workers while it disappears for

workers.
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It is remarkable that the implementation of the logistic regression, in all the pre-

sented models, has shown a good classification measured in terms of high AUC

values.

The overall frame that arises from these studies is that when there is a natural

individual aptitude by the graduates to change job, this tendency plays a positive

important role with the aim of obtaining a satisfactory job; on the other hand, the

university path of Sapienza alumni does not seem to have a large influence on their

job career.

It is clear that our analysis can be considered as a starting point for further studies

aimed to investigate the relationships between the world of labour and that of the

university education in order to improve the efforts that should be made to integrate

these two worlds.
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Appendix A

A.1 Exponential Family

Definition: The distribution of a random variable Y belongs to the simple exponen-

tial family if its density function (discrete or continuous) with respect to a σ-finite

measure takes the following form:

f(Y ; θ, φ) = exp

{
Y θ − b(θ)
a(φ)

+ c(Y, φ)

}
(A.1)

where c(Y, φ) ≥ 0 is a measurable function.

The parameter θ ∈ Θ ⊂ IR is called canonical parameter of the family, while φ > 0

is a constant parameter called dispersion parameter or nuisance. Given a fixed value

to φ, we assume that the set Θ represents the space of canonical parameters, that

is the set of θ satisfies the relation

0 <

∫
exp

{
yθ

a(φ)
+ c(y, φ)

}
dy <∞,

where the c(y, φ) is a measurable function, independent from θ and for a fixed value

of φ it is a finite quantity. Finally, a(φ), is called scale function, it is a positive

and monotone function; and the usual assumption that can always be taken after

reassignment is that a(φ) = φ.
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The exponential family has the following important properties:

E(Y ) = µ(θ) =
∂b(θ)

∂θ
∈M ⊂ IR (A.2)

Var(Y ) = v(θ) = a(φ)b′′(θ) ≥ 0. (A.3)

In generalized linear models, the linearity of the relationship is maintained on the

scale used for the transformation of the average value of the response variable.

In the case of q-dimensional random variables Y the exponential family takes the

following form.

The density function (discrete or continuous) with respect to a σ-finite measure can

be written:

f(y;θ, φ) = exp

{
yTθ − b(θ)

a(φ)
+ c(y, φ)

}
(A.4)

where the canonical parameter of the exponential family is the vector θ ∈ Θ ⊂ IRq.

The set Θ represents the space of the canonical parameters and it satisfies the

relation

0 <

∫
exp

{
yTθ

a(φ)
+ c(y, φ)

}
dy <∞.

The exponential family has the following important properties:

Eθ(Y ) = µ(θ) =
∂b(θ)

∂θ
∈M ⊂ IRq (A.5)

covθ(Y ) = V (θ) = a(φ)
∂2b(θ)

∂θ∂θT
, (A.6)

where it is assumed that the matrix V (θ) is positive definite. Considering the inverse

function θ(µ) it is possible to define the variance and covariance functions:

v(µ) =
∂2b(θ(µ))

∂θ∂θT
, cov(Y ) = a(φ)v(µ), (A.7)

that are functions of the mean µ = E(Y ) and also of the dispersion parameter φ.
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A.2 Generalized Linear Models

The generalized linear models can represent a number of real life situations, they

are essentially based on three assumptions.

Consider the vector of n observations y = (y1, . . . ,yn)T and a vector (p + 1)-

dimensional covariates (known) xi = (xi0, xi1, . . . , xip)
T ; the structure of a GLM

is completely specified by the following hypotheses, McCullagh and Nelder (1989)

[51] and Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) [52]:

• the random component: yi is the realization of a random variable Y i, i =

1, . . . , n that has density function belonging to the exponential family. The Y i

are independent and identically distributed random variables. The mean and

the covariance matrix of the response variable will be indicated respectively

with E(Y i) = µi = µ(θi) and with Cov(Y i) = V i = V (θi).

• the systematic component: the (p+ 1) < n quantitative explanatory variables

xi = (xi0, xi1, . . . , xip)
T produce a theoretical value, called linear predictor,

ηi =
∑p

j=0 βjxij, which can be written in vector form ηi = xTi β con β ∈
B ⊂ IR(p+1), where βj are the parameters to be estimated from the data and

xi0 = 1.

A more general form for the linear predictor is ηi = Ziβ, where Zi = Z(xi)

is the design matrix of size q × (p+ 1) and it is a function of the covariates.

• the link function: it is a function that connects the random and systematic

component; if µi is the mean value of the random variable Y i, then it is linked

to the linear predictor ηi through the link function g(·):

g(µi) = ηi ←→ µi = h(ηi)

where the response function h(·) = g−1(·) and g(·) are monotone and differen-

tiable functions.

Given the link function g :M→ IRq and the response function h : IRq →M,

µi = h(ηi), ηi = h−1(µi) = g(µi) = ηi ⇒ h−1 ≡ g. (A.8)
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The link function connects µi with the linear component model and allows

to extend the range of variation of the expected value of the distributions

belonging to the exponential family, which may be limited to a portion of IRq,

to all IRq, so that the parameter estimates should not be bound by the type

of the response variable that we are using.

Each link function defines an equivalence class whose elements are identical if

related by a linear transformation.

For each exponential family distribution, there is a particular link function

identified by the equality θ = η; that is g(µi) = g(b′(θi)) = θi = ηi, which

implies b′(·) = g−1(·), called canonical link. In Tab. A.1 a few canonical links

are reported.

Table A.1: Common link functions and mean functions

Distribution Name Link Function Mean Function
Normal Identity Xβ = µ µ = Xβ
Exponential

Inverse Xβ = µ−1 µ = (Xβ)−1
Gamma

Inverse Gaussian Inverse squared Xβ = µ−2 µ = (Xβ)−1/2

Poisson Log Xβ = ln(µ) µ = exp(Xβ)
Binomial

Logit Xβ = ln
(

µ
1−µ

)
µ = exp(Xβ)

1+exp(Xβ)Multinominal

A.2.1 Parameters estimation

Parameters estimation of generalized linear models is achieved using the Maximum

Likelihood method. This principle assumes that among the possible θ values those

corresponding to the maximum probability of generating the observed data are to

be preferred, Piccolo (2002) [55].

Given a random sample Y = (Y 1, . . . ,Y n)T and Y ∼ f(y;θ) with θ ∈ Θ ⊂ IRq,

the maximum likelihood estimation for θ is the value t = T (Y ) which maximizes

the likelihood function L (θ;y).

For the GLM, the likelihood function associated with the exponential density for
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q-dimensional random variables (A.4) takes the following form

L (θi, φ;yi) =
∏
i

f(yi;θi, φ) = exp

{∑
i

[
yTi θi − b(θi)

a(φ)
+ c(yi;φ)

]}
. (A.9)

Hence, the log-likelihood function is the sum of the individual likelihood li(·)

l(θi, φ,yi) =
∑
i

li(θi, φ,yi) =
∑
i

[
yi
Tθi − b(θi)
a(φ)

+ c(yi;φ)

]
. (A.10)

The maximum likelihood estimation is obtained by the value θ ∈ Θ characterized

by

V ′n(θ) =
∂ log L (θ;y)

∂θ
=
∂ l(θ;y)

∂θ
= 0; V ′′n(θ) =

∂2 log L (θ;y)

∂θ · ∂θT
=
∂2 l(θ;y)

∂θ · ∂θT
< 0,

where V
′′

n(θ) < 0 indicates that the matrix is negative definite.

In general, to solve this problem, it is necessary to resort to numerical methods. The

most common procedures are: the Newton-Raphson and the Fisher scoring methods.

This last procedure is included in the class of the iteratively weighted last squares

methods see A.2.2.

The expression (A.10) is a function of the parameters β through the relation g(µi) =

g
(
∂b(θ)
∂θi

)
= ηi = Ziβ that corresponds to (A.5), while the function c(yi;φ) repre-

sents a constant term independent from β.

Deriving the log-likelihood function with respect to β and using the chain rule we

get:
∂li
∂β

=

(
∂ηi
∂β

)T
∂θi
∂ηi

∂li
∂θi

,

we obtained the score function s(β):

s(β) =
∂l(·)
∂β

=
∑
i

(
∂ηi
∂β

)T
∂θi
∂ηi

∂l(·)
∂θi

=
1

a(φ)

∑
i

ZT
i ∆i [yi − b′(θi)] (A.11)
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where ∆i = ∂θi
∂ηi

.

An important property of the score function is that its expected value is equal to

zero, E[s(β)] = 0.

Remembering that b′(θi) = µi, and that b′′(θi) = v(µi), it is possible to obtain
∂µi
∂θi

= v(µi) = V i

a(φ)
, where the parameter φ can be interpreted either as a scaling

parameter of the likelihood function or as a dispersion parameter of the variance

function; from the definition of the linear predictor ηi = Ziβ it is possible to obtain
∂ηi
∂β

= Zi. Then (A.11) can be written as

s(β) =
∑
i

(
∂ηi
∂β

)T
∂µi
∂ηi

∂θi
∂µi

∂l(·)
∂θi

=
∑
i

ZT
i Di V

−1
i [yi − µi(β)] (A.12)

where Di = ∂µi
∂ηi

represents the Jacobian of the trasformation µi = h(ηi) calculated

in ηi.

For the canonical link, the relationship θi = ηi holds, therefore we have that ∆i =
∂θi
∂ηi

= Iq, where Iq is the q-dimensional identity matrix, and Di = [v(µi)], so using

the expressions (A.11) and (A.12) the conditions of extremum can be written unless

of a multiplicative constant not depending on β, as:

s(β) ∝
∑
i

ZT
i [yi − b′(θi)] = 0. (A.13)

Another advantage of using the canonical link is that for them a sufficient statistic

exists with the same size of the parameter vector, β. This sufficient statistic is

equal to
∑

iZ
T
i yi = ZTy, where the (n × q, p + 1)-dimensional matrix Z is given

by Z = {Zi} ⊗ 1n = (ZT
i , . . . ,Z

T
n )T and y has dimensions (n × q, 1) and is given

by y = {yi}⊗ 1n. As function of β, the matrix of the negative second derivative of

the log-likelihood function is called the Observed Fisher Information Matrix:

F obs(β) = − ∂2l(·)
∂β · ∂βT

. (A.14)
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The Expected Fisher Information Matrix is defined as

F (β) = E(F obs(β))

=
∑
i

ZT
i DiV

−1
i D

T
i Zi. (A.15)

In the case of the canonical links, the expressions (A.14) and (A.15) coincide and

they can be written as

E

(
− ∂l(·)
∂β · ∂βT

)
=

1

a(φ)

∑
i

ZT
i b
′′(θi)Zi =

1

[a(φ)]2

∑
i

ZT
i V iZi (A.16)

It is important to note that φ is irrelevant for the estimation of the model param-

eters given that the function a(φ) assumes a role of a simple multiplicative factor

independent of the parameters β. When the model hypothesis h(µi) = Ziβ is vali-

dated, the estimation β̂ is consistent even if the variance is not correctly specified.

In general, the maximum likelihood estimations β̂ are not computed searching the

maximum of the log-likelihood function l(·) but are computed solving the following

homogeneous system

s(β̂) = 0 (A.17)

which correspond to points in the parameters space for which F obs(β̂) is positive

definite. In many models, the log-likelihood function l(·) is strictly concave, e.g. the

logistic model, with respect to β therefore the local and global maxima coincide.

Inferential methods for GLMs rely on asymptotic properties of ML estimators. Un-

der ‘regularity assumptions’ 1 , the following properties hold:

1. Asymptotic existence and uniqueness: the probability that β̂ exists and is

(locally) unique tends to 1 for n→∞;

2. Consistency: if β denotes the ’true’ value, then for n→∞ we have β̂
a→ β in

probability (weak consistency) or with probability 1(strong consistency);

1 In the standard theory of asymptotic for ungrouped data, the ‘regularity assumptions’ require

only that, for n→∞, F−1(β)→ 0 in conjunction with continuos property of F (β).
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3. Asymptotic normality : the distribution of the (normed) maximum likelihood

estimator becomes normal for n→∞ i.e. for large n

β̂
a∼ N(β,F−1(β̂)) (A.18)

β̂ is approximately normal with asymptotic covariance matrix

cov(β̂)
a
= F−1(β̂)

where F−1(β̂) is the inverse of the Fisher matrix computed in β̂.

For an unknown scale parameter φ, all results remain valid if it is replaced by a

consistent estimate φ̂.

A.2.2 Numerical methods

• The Newton-Raphson method: is a numerical algorithm with the aim to search

the zeros of any function. Therefore it is employed to find the maximum of

the log-likelihood function, i.e. the zeros of the first derivative. Let us assume

that this function depends on the vector θ, g(θ) = V ′n(θ) is the vector of

the first derivative (the gradient) and with H(θ) = V n
′′(θ) the matrix of

the second derivative, i.e. the Hessian Matrix. Using the first order Taylor

approximation, it is possible to linearize g(θ) around a value θ0,

g(θ) = g(θ0) +H(θ0)(θ − θ0) + . . . .

Let us call tn, the estimation value θ: g(tn) = 0 then θ con tn

0 = g(θ0) +H(θ0)(tn − θ0) + . . . =⇒ tn = θ0 − [H(θ0)]
−1g(θ0) + . . . .

Therefore, the approximation of the solution for the maximum likelihood es-

timation is

tn = θ0 − [H(θ0)]
−1g(θ0) = θ0 − [V ′′n(θ0)]

−1V ′n(θ0).
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Given an initial fixed value t(0), the subsequent values are obtained by itera-

tions

t(i) = t(i−1) − [V n
′′(t(i−1))]−1V n

′(t(i−1)) i = 1, 2, . . . (A.19)

• The Fisher Scoring method exploits the proprieties of the maximum likelihood

function replacing in Eq. (A.19) the Hessians V n
′′(t(0)),V n

′′(t(1)),V n
′′(t(2)), . . .

with the respectively expected values E[V n
′′(T (0))],E[V n

′′(T (1))],E[V n
′′(T (2))], . . ..

When the average values are a function of the parameters, the latter should

be replaced by numeric values determined in each iteration. These quantities

can be evaluated by using the first derivative:

E

(
∂2 logL(θ)

∂θi ∂θj

)
= −E

(
∂log L(θ)

∂θi

∂log L(θ)

∂θj

)
.

It is possible to demonstrate that the Newton Raphson and the Fisher Scoring

Method coincide when the random variables belong to the exponential family and

the canonical link is adopted.

Therefore the Fisher scoring iterative algorithm in terms of β, can be expressed

in this way. It starts from an initial value β̂
(0)

and iterations are defined by the

following expression:

β̂
(k+1)

= β̂
(k)

+ F−1(β̂
(k)

)s(β̂
(k)

), k = 0, 1, . . . (A.20)

The algorithm terminates when a stopping criterion is satisfied, e.g.

||β̂
(k+1)

− β̂
(k)
||

||β̂
(k)
||

≤ ε

where ε > 0 is a value chosen a priori generally small.

It can be shown that these iterative algorithms can be reformulated in such a way

to be included in the class of the Iteratively Weighted Least Squares, IWLS.
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Defining W i the generalized weights, and ei the generalized residuals:

W i =
1

a(φ)
∆ib

′′(θi)∆
T
i = DiV

−1
i D

T
i (A.21)

ei =
1

a(φ)
W−1

i ∆i[yi − b′(θi)] = D−1i [yi − b′(θi)]. (A.22)

and denoting the working or adjusted observations as

ỹ(β) = (ỹ1(β), . . . , ỹn(β))T

ỹi(β) = zTi β +D−1i (β)[yi − µi(β)] (A.23)

the expression that defines the iterations of the Fisher scoring (A.20) takes the form

of an iterative weighted least squares algorithm:

β̂
(k+1)

= β̂
(k)

+ (ZTW (k)Z)−1ZTW (k)e(k)

= (ZTW (k)Z)−1ZTW (k)ỹ(k), (A.24)

with W = {W i} ⊗ In, e = {ei} ⊗ 1n, ỹ = {ỹi} ⊗ 1n and where W (k) and ỹ(k) are

the estimation of W and ỹ when β = β̃
(k)

.

In this algorithm we have that the generalized weights, the generalized residuals

and the transformed observations depend on the linear predictor, and then on the

regression parameters implying that quantities (A.24) must be recalculated at each

iteration.

In general, the convergence is rapid and the iteration stops near the maximum in a

few steps (< 10). The default value for the maximum number of iteration is fixed to

25 in the glm R-function. It can happen that the procedure diverges i.e. successive

differences ||β̂
(k+1)

− β̂
(k)
|| increase. This can indicate a bad initial value β̂

(0)
or

more often the nonexistences of a maximum of the likelihood function within the

admissible parameters set. When this set coincides with Rp one of the β components

goes to infinity.

In the case of the logistic regression the occasional problem of the failure of the

likelihood maximization is generally associated with data patterns characterized
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by complete or quasi-complete separation. A complete separation occurs when the

outcome variable completely separates a combination of predictor variables. In other

words, the outcome variable is predicted perfectly. Complete separation occurs for

small samples while a quasi-separation is a more frequent phenomenon. For these

patterns the maximum likelihood estimate does not exist.

Formally, in case of separation a sub-vector of the covariates exists by which all the

observations can be classified as either zero or one. A geometrical interpretations,

due to Agresti (2002) [1], is the following: “a hyperplane can pass through the space of

predictor values such that on one side of that hyperplane Y = 0 for all observations,

while in the other side Y = 1 always”.

In the case of glm R-function, the problem is pointed out by warning messages like:

“failed to converge” and “fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred”. In these

cases a few strategies to overcome the problem are discussed in literature, Albert

and Anderson (1984) [2]. The more promising method seems to be the so called

penalized maximum likelihood method by Firth (1993) [27] and its improvements but

the issue is still under debate, Zorn (2005) [72].
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